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Governor Carroll Says:

Central Bell Plan
Could Mean
Lower Rates
A South-Central sill
— .plan going to
Kentucky Public Service Commission
may mean lower phone bills for
telephone users,Bell says.
"Many people think- directory
assistance fea 'free' service. It Isn't.
Every month it costs one half million
dollars to provide directory assistance.
in Kentucky," a South Central Bell
spokesman said:-"We have proposed to the Kentucky
Public Service Commission a plan that
would reduce the monthly rate for
residence and business basic telephone
service by 30 cents per line by changing
the way customers pay for director
assistance," the Bell spokesman said.
"Right now, all telephone users pay
for directory assistance as a part of
their basic monthly telephone bill. This
plan would change that. By placing
more - of the charge for directory
assistance on those customers who use
It the most,-the_company could charge-all other customers less," the

Other State
Education
Funds Needed

spokesman said.
South Central Bell says it would
charge 30 cents less per month, per line
with the directory assistance repricing
plan than without it.
Under the Bell plan:
— Monthly residential telephone line
rates would be 30 cents less;
— Residential telephone users Would
get an allowance of three calls to
directory assistance each month as
part of the basic telephone service and
on each call, a customer could request
two numbers; .
— Should a person make more than
three directory -assistance calls per
montlu_the customer would belharged
20 cents for each addillenal call;
"Based on actual experience in areas
of the country where similar plans are
now in use, we estimate that about one
out of 10 South Central Bell customers
in Kentucky would pay less for their
telephone service with the plan than
without it," the spokesman said.

HEW Head Blasts
Medicaid Payments
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal and
health ore providers, such as doctors,
state govermnents are wasting $1
and tOi-ecipients.
billion in tax money a year in ineligible
Califano commented on ABC-TV's
Medicaid payments,Says the secretary- -Issues and
Answers."
-' of health, education and welfare.
The review was instituted in April"
Secretary Joseph A. Califino Jr. said ,betau
"
...inogivuir themeedoas
--Siinday that 4.7 million ineligible
n like Topsy," but has received
clathis
pon
Ntalint #222
pait.- "inadequate attention" for several
hetweenApril and cepternb0r4976
years,Qirdrano said:
integettL=TAIRE54-45-just fdr.I
.Ut
'
'
—
compder review already has lookedst
,alffaxa half thilhowitkilbulK
**the -250 notion trahsactions involving
are matchingse
thosetd;
pharmacists and physicians. IJ -found
that - is- another hall billion dollars,"47,000 were questionable or improper.
Califano said. "So just in terms of
_HEW has sent the_210.most serious.,
ineligitde payments,wearemmiong
cases to the states, which are beginning
billion a year away in this country." .
probes of doctors and pharmacists in
The figures, taken from HEW's
their jurisdictions. More cases will be
computerized review of Medicaid
referred tustates-intbs-futureiCalifana
Ineliade payineff&—to
said.

BAND TROPHIES — Murray High land Held Commanders Craig Thurman
(left) and Tammy Parker stand with some-eight trciphies Murray High Band
won in competition Saturday night. Murray High Rand was named Grand
Champion and Kentucky State Chamteion in competition with-19 bands
from four states.. '
Murray State University Photo

Saying local property taxation is not state universities should seek means of
contributing its fair share, Kentucky
cutting costs internally rather than
Governor Julian Carroll has called for
asking for more money _from
other elementary and secondary
Kentucky's taxpayers.
funding methods in the state.
The major emphasis of Carroll's one,.
Carroll told reporters in a Paducah -hour session, with area newspaper
news conference Saturday evening that 'Writers, television and radio nevamenr,
he would be interested in "exploring
was on education andtincling for it.
new methods" of funding secondary
"Our recent Governor's Conference
and elementary education in the state. • -on Education pointed out a particular
But, ultiinstely, he said, the question
need for funding gifted children as well
of new funding methods would go to. as exceptional children. But, let me
Kentucky voters via a Constitutional
bilSten to add, that is one of the major
amendment.
problems I have in my administration,
--Local property -taxes, he said is not--that is funding elementary and
financing .education sufficiently under
secondary education.
the state's present philosophical
"That conference pointed up that I'm
scheme.
going to have a demand in terms of
During a one hour televised news
their
(Kentucky
educators)
conference at WPSD-Channel 6,Carroll
recommendations, for about a $500said, "Kentucky state government is
million to $600-million annual increase
now financingab,out two thirds of all for education. However, new growth in
elementary
and
secondary , the budget is going to be no more than
expenditures in Kentucky, which
$150,000,0801._So you lee thatthe demand
makes it one of the highest of all states -for--etenrentary.---and----secondary
In the United States. When you talk
education is going to be four tithes as
about secondary ahd elementary
much as • I have -fer all state-, - .•
funding, our state government is a
government::C411T0U-Said.
b°
P
theiVerige nationally. Where We re
The Governor said that Kentuckians
.below the_ average is in local funding,"
in the future will probably have to face
The dovernor told the Murray
- the elementary and secondary funding
Ledger and Times that he is aware of
question. He pointed out that if
the Chestnut Street closing problem
Kentuckians continue to believe in the
and reiterated Kentucky Department of
present method, "then simply local
Transportation efforts to push for
government is not financing education
reopening the street near the Murray
sufficiently."
State
University ,
campus by
- See STATE-EDUCATION,
Page ft,Column 5
--On_bigher education, Carroll amid'

urray High Band Captures
al Honors
econd Year In A Roinf'
, Wins- EightTrophies
_

•

•

S

For the second year in-a row, Murray (Tenn.) Central, Lone Oak, Marshall
High.Tiger Band has captured Grind County,and Daviess County.
--Challipicin 'and- Kenttrcky- ;--State
pc
PreliminaryChampion honors in the Festival of class bands found Christian County,
Champions Marching Band Contest.
Murray, and Hopkinsville rated first,
—The Murray High Band, in second, and third respectively, while
competition on Murray 'State Lone Oak, Milan, Tenn., and FranklinUniversity campus,also captured three Simpson were selected Balt, second,
category awards, Best Percussion; and third respectively for small class
Best Field Commander and Best Music. bands
All told, the city high school band
Other bands in the festival were
added eight new trophies to the high ...acsidwell County., Trigg County,-Apollo, organization.
school trophy case.
East Hardin, Central City, Greenville,
In March 1974 Mrs. Ward saw a long—
-Only three--oL19-__Iands---from--four --Hurittngduil, Term.; Montgomery
time dream come to pass when she
states earned superior ratings by the
opened the doors of Needline to the
panel of seven judges in the event
public. Needline was set up to listen to
sponsored by Murray State and the
people and help them find specific
Marching Thoroughbred Band. Along
answers for specific problems.
-with Murray and Christian County,
In 1975, Mrs. Ward was chosen as Tau
Hopkinsville High School's band,
Phi Lambda Sorority's "Woman of the
directed by John Brown and Joe Parks.,
Year" as a result of her work with
was rated superior.
Needline. She is presently president of
Christian County won two — for best
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
the Murray Business and Professional
flags and rifles and for best general
Carter's energy program, passed by
Women's Club, on the board of the
effect. Franklin-Simpson High School
the House but dismantled in the Senate,
Local Unit of The Salvation Army,
won the inspection trophy and
gets a new chance this week as
member of the First Baptist Church,
best
Hopkinsville took honors for
Congress begins work onscompromise
and active in other community
marching and maneuvering.
energy bill.
activities.
Eight bands were selected in
A
House-Senate
conference
She is married to Joe Pat Ward, and
preliminary competition to perform in
committee, scheduled to begin its work
the mother of two children, Mrs. Judy
the finals during the evening for the top
today or TuesdaY, is starting with the
Grogan and Joe Darrell Ward.
awards. Along with Murray, Christian
non-tax provisions of the energy
County, and Hopkinsville, they were
legislation.
Northmont of Clayton, Ohio, Columbia
_ Consideration- of energy taxes will
cOme later. _

Euple Ward Named
Woman.0f Year'
Euple Ward was named "Woman of
the Year" by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club with the
announcement being made at the club's
Prayer Breakfast held Sunday morning
at Perkins Pancake House.
This marked the beginning of
National Business Woman's Week,
22.
October 16 through October.
Mrs. Ward was born in Calloway
County and has lived most of her life
here. She att,nded Murraylligh School
and Murray State University, where
she majored in Social Work. Only after
her children left home did she begin her
college work. She had worked with
Recovery, Inc. - a self-help group for
former mental patients and nervous
persons and _ had taken training in
Chicago,
as a leader for that

Volume 98 No. 246

to takes Superior Rating-Trophy.
Central of Cunningham, Tenn., and
Louis.
St.
Normandy
of
„
- - The hallirt-lielit commanders,.citedas Best F.leid Commanders, are
Murray High Band Director Joe Sill
Tammy Parker and Craig Thurman.
said of his band's performance,
The placement of the eight bands in
"Saturday -night was by far the best
the finals were: Murray.'frigh,
performance we had all year.Saturday
Christian County, Northmont High
afternoon the weather'changed making
School Band, Clayton, Ohio,
it tough on the kids, but it wasn't near
Hopkinsville High Band, . Columbia
as windy Saturday night. We ususally
Central
High MOM ColizinbIrTenn.,
do much better-in finals competition
Lone Oak- High Band, Paducah,
that in. preliminaries..Overall, I was
Marshall County High Band and
pleased with the job both times."
DaviewConty_ltighiland..-Qw
•
Maney-fligh -Band- wai-eneaf three

CarterEn ergy Package Gets New
Chance In Congress This Week

Tributes Made For
Frank A.Stubblefield
saddened by the death of our regent,
News of the death of former U S
Rep. Frank Albert Stubblefield this former Congressman Frank Albert
weekend brought statenwstr---from Stubblefield. As president of the
friends and allies, ish; moulted-the - nnisreredy, I hay, ordeteti=szrrrtPus
loss of the ex-congressman. The funeral -flags- this week to f- at lair mast in
was held this afternoon and mar.) honor Of the men:loci of Congressman
notables wese in attendance.
Stubblefield.
Gov. Julian Carroll called former
In behalf of his fellow regents, the
S. Rep. Frank Stubblefield's death \
faculty, staff, and students, the
heartfelt
loss of a friend, a loss of a fello4
extends
University
western Kentuckian and a loss of a
. See TRIBUTES,
citizen of our commonwealth."
Page 12, Column 3
"Frank Stubblefield was a ok-,ki
servant of the people of weter.1
COURTHOUSEeLOSED
Kentucky and contributed greatl to
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
the lives of our citizens. He will be
Miller said all offices in the Calloway
missed as a friend as well as a citizen of
County Couit House will be closed
the Commonwealth," Carroll added
today, Monday, between two and three
Following is a statement today FrorY:
P. m. for the fpneial of former
Albert
Frank
Dr. Constantine Curtis, presiden
Congressman
Murray State University.
Stubblefield.
The University community is deep

In the Senate, legislation is being_
considered that would Temporarily
block the government from reducing Medicaid payments to states that do not
comply with federal requirments for
independent medical inspections of
nursing homes.
And the House is debating legislation-to delay the Food and Drug
Administration's proposed ban on
saccharin for at least 18 Months.
Although the House has acted on the
full Carter energy plan, the-Senate has

yet to approve-the_ tax parts. This
opportunity could come on Friday,
when the Senate may begin debating a
"tai"'bill approved by its finande
committee that contain no taxes.
The'committee voted late last week .
for legislation containing billions of
dollars worili Of-tax breaks but none of
the taxes Carter 'proposed,to help save
scarce fuels by making them more
expensive.
The"conference comiiiittee has the
See ENERGY PACKAGE,.. Page12,Column 8
-

inside today
One Section — 12 Pages
Murray State University's Racers won its first football
match at Middle Tennessee since , 1971 Saturday
afternoon, 13-9. Read Sport Editor Mike Brandon's
exciting account.of the game in today's sports section,
Pagel.

__sunny
and

tpday'sinde'jj_.

U

WOMAN OF THE YEAR — Euple Ward, right, has the pin for being named
"Woman of the Year" by the Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club pinned stiller by Frances Whitnell, past Woman of the year. On the
left is Katie Outland, chairman of the National Business Women's Week's
activities by the club. Serving with her are Tot McDaniel, Mildred Stalk,
Larue Spann,and Elizabeth Slusmeyet_.

warmer
Mostly sunny and a little
warmer today, high in the upper
50s to low 60s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight with a slight
chance of showers, low in the low
40s. Cloudy Tuesday with Chance
of showers, high in the low to mid
60s.

Classifieds
Crossword _
`Cornics
Dear Abby .
Deaths & Funerals
Farm Page .
Horoscope . .
Inside Report
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
-Sports

10, 11
, .5
5
3
12
9
3
4
3
2.3
.4
6, 7,8
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December Wedding

NEWS
HOSPITAL
+
1

10-8-77
Tuesday, October 18
Monday, October 17
Adults 114-Recovery, Inc., will meet at Lake Area Singles Group
Nursery 16
seven p.m. at the Health will meet at seven p.m. at the
NEWBORN.ADMISSIONS
Center, North Seventh and Bank of Benton. For inBaby Girl McGuire (mother
formation call 753-8933 or 753Olive
Streets..
Patricia G.), Boil' 149, Rt. 6,
0499 after six p.m.
Paris, 'fn., Baby Girl Hutson
Douglas Civic Improvement
(mother, Sue Ann), 1517
Ladies Golf Trophy dinner
Club will meet at Douglas
Canterbury, Murray, Baby
Community Center at 7:30 at the Oaks Country Club will
Girl Bruce (mother, Carle);
be at 6:30 p.m. This will- be
p.m.
332 W. Hale, Mayfield.
potluck with bread and drink
.• '
furnished.
*DISMISSALS
be
to
Monday; October 17.
lar.s....Loretta F. Ward.and
..•
Theta— Department of
Baby Boy, Route 1, Hazel,
TOPS
iNurray
Club
will
Woman's
Murray
Club will
Mrs. Novella Coffins and Baby
have an open meeting at 7:30 meet at seven p.m. at the
Girl,601 Maple, Benton, David
•
p.m. .with Clara Eagle to Health Center:A. Bray, New Concord, Mrs.
present a special workshop
Carolyn-Conger, 105 College
Murray Business an&
program. Members are urged
Professional Worneni Club.
Courts, Murriy,-Mrs. Shirlef
'to bring guests.
will have a luncheon at the
ljargrove, Route 7, Mayfield,
PRESENTS CHECK — Renee Robertson of Mayfield,.
'Mrs. Barbara Hogenstad,
right, presented a check for $500 to Laura Sue Toby,
Bluegrass State C.B. Club Colonial House Smorgasbord
from eleven a.m. to one p.m.
Lakeshore Drive, Eddyville,
Campbellsville, Kentucky B & P. W. Foundation chairwill meet,at the club room
Jerry
Watson, 216 South 12th,
seven
at
and
man, at a recent meeting of the Murray Business
over Wallis Drug
Murray, Jean Green, 313-So,
Music Department of
Professional Women's Club held at the Murray
p.m.
13th., Murray, Robert, Cook,
Murray Woman's Club will
Woman's Club House, Ruby Wheatley of Mayfield, past
Box
104 Hazel, Randall Starts,
the
club
pinl
at
7:30
at
meet
County
'Calloway
.
7.. state president, Martha Babb of Mayfield, District I direc1410 Dudley; Murray, Mrs.
house.
Retarded
.for
Association,
tor, and other Emblem B. & P. W. Club members,
Gloria P. Cunningham, 1613
Citizens will meet in Room 240
.Mayfieldr and Ann Olson of Minot, N. D.,. were among
Calloway County Public
Sunset, Murray, Miss Kelley
Building,
Education
Special
of
: the guegs. A duet was sung by Bob Malone and Sue
Library Friends Organization
Robinson, 1001,..,So. 16th,
Murray State, at 7:30 p.m.
- Spann with Judy Henry, pianist. tuple Ward, prrident,
will meet at the library at 7:30
Murray, Mrs. Sherry Monp.m.
'presided Hostesses were Betty_Riley, laurine Doran,
crief, Rt. 3, Bos-62';Paris,Tn4
Monday,October 17
Freda Butterworth, and Bea Hughes.
Mrs. Bertha Hillard, Rt. 6,
Community
Paper Making demon-'•
Continuing
Miss Marilyn McKenzie
Box 242, Murray, Mrs.
Nursing Education meeting stration will be at Empire•
Patricia palton, Rt. 4,
will be at Murray-Calldivay' Farm, Land Between ' the
and DougMcCann
Tuesday Is
Murray, Kimberley Catlett,
County Llospital Conference Lakes, from ten a. m. to four
509
So. 2nd Murray, Mrs. Billie
'Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Linn Of Murray Route Two announce the
Bargain Nite
room at 7:411.1 p. m. with Dr. p. m.
Kirkendall,
725 W.- Blythe St.
engagement
and
approaching
marriage
of
their
daughter,
Billy P'Pool as speaker.
At These Theatres
Paris, Tn., James Powers,
Hardin Senior Citizens will Miss Marilyn McKenzie,to Doug McCann,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Box 39, New Concord, Mrs.
Golden Circle Sunday 'have brenkfnat at 7:30 a. m, Robert McCann of ICirksey Route One.
.Sawyers, Rt. 2,
Miss
McKenzie, granddaugter of Mrs. Mary Starks of HarSchool Class of Memorial followed by shopping.
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Beatrice
din,
is
a
1977
graduate
of
Calloway
County
High
School
and
is
Baptist Church will meet at
Futrell, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Wednesday,October 19
currently a freshman at Murray State University.
seven p.m. at the home of
•
Christian Men's Fellowship
Mr. McCann, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Brown Tucker of Murray, Dorris Chandler, Rt.
Marilyn Herndon.
Tn- Mrs Novie
of First Christian Church will Kirksey, is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High School 3
' PP`ris•
Paschall, Rt. 7, Murray,
meet at six p. m.at the church and is a senior at MurrayState University.
.
Students-of the KETV-GED fellowship:hall.
as Futrell.
Rt 3* Murray,
The'wedding will be solemnized on Tuesday, December 27, Fest
—
School held at Calloway
at six p. m. at the Murray.Woman's Club House. A reception Mrs. Cora Jackson, Box 83,
- -Countrthyrtirrin-1978.71-- will
Hardin Senior Citizens will willronow immediately after thIceremonY at the club hause. ' Puryear,- Tn., Mrs. Mary
have a reunion at seven p.m. have crafts day from 9:30 a.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends and
in the community room, m. to three p. m. at Hardin .relativts are invited to attend both the
wedding and the recepMurray Federal Savings.and City Hall.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
tion.
••
,Loan, -Seven& and -Main
Streets, Murray. • '
•

Tiny Wed.

Titre Wed.

-Richard Ptyor
He
RE
drove

v..., ,....,—..
,......e..4

,A

Burt Reynolds in
"Gator"(PG)
Thru Wed.1

Former U.S.` Congressman
Brooks Hays of Arkansas will
Murray
The
-Area officers, Tim Alton and Janet Higgins, Renee McDougal,
be visiting lecturer at Murray
State University through Vocational Educational Rowland gave an in- Karen Milby, Lexie Turley,
at MSU through Center •DECA Chapter had its, terpretation of the Deca Donna Walker, Tina Williams,
initiation and installation of Creed.
Friday.
• - Sandra Morefield, Kim Black,
new ()niters and members for
The new members initiated Dedra Coles, Ann ,Higgins,
the 1977-78-school year in the -by tbe;,-DECA officiii. were Beverly. McKinney.'Jennifer
Tuesdayi Cktober 18
Kitty Albin, Minday Bryan, Woodall, Carlton Bumpis,
Wadesboro Homemakers nursingclassroom of
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m.4 Murray. Area VacatiOnal Dotty Chadwick, Celesa Coy, Fla-the Craig,-.Deidra .Folsen,
—.- Vicki, Gallimore, Gail _Jewell, and &wan- White.
the borne of Judy Cun- Center on OckoberA,
- -.
ningham. Note change in date. The new officers-were given, -Karen _ Paschall. Dawn - After the
ceremony,
the pledge of membership and Redden, Janet Rowland, members and guests were
Coles Camparound United - installed by.Mrs. Nancy Diji, Donna Smith, --Tina Todd --invited t4 a pizza party at
Methodist Church Women will teacher-coordinator. They -Mary Miller, Brencfit Adams, Pagliars where pizza and
Tammy Allbritten, Linda drinks were served.
meet with Mrs. Austelle are: • •
Janet Rowland, president; Bidwell... _ Angela .Canzp.,..-.
Crouse at 7:30 p. m. ,
Danny Rogers and Carole Donna! Hayes, Barbara.
,
.Winche's'ter, co-vice- Benson, Emily. _liumphreys, .\-3y.----*- _MUrray.__Assembly _NO.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls presidents; Becky Wails, Carma Lisa Lovett Marva
will meet at seven p.m. at the secretary; Cheri Carson, Payne, Artie, Petty, Carolyn
treasurer; Teressa Vance, Scott, Theresia Vaughn, À
lodge hall.
•k
-- ,
historian;
Tim
Alton, Debbie Walker, Rhonda
Dexter Senior Citizens will parliamentarian; and Terry Underhill, Ftenea Ahart, Cindy
meet at the Dexter Center at McKinney and Sheila Blakely, Bailey, Kim Bogard, Vicke The musical play and movie
Cabaret was based on a.hook
co-reporters.
9:30 a.m.
Cunningham, Bonita Green, by Christopher Isherwood,
, Following the installation of Rita
Hendricks,
Mary* in English playwright
• Murray Senior Citizens
and -novelist, and originally
called Goodbye . to Berlin:
- -activities will be aelEllis
Center from ten a.m. to three

and _
"White Lightning"(PO g 20

Haunted House, sponsored
by Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club, will be
at Carman Pavillion, College
Fern) Road, frotn six to 9:30
Tn•

a

Call Now
For Your
FREE
Trial Visit

United
Figure
Salon
- -Dixieland
Center
753-688!

Sirloin Stotkade Special Stead
A deticials Steak that
will melt in-your-mouVit -We-Serve':
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
of potato and a.thick slice
-orStiikade Tba§t.

8.1-Air
Center,
Merrily

INCLUDES

Free

Salad Dar and Drina
Try a 5' Cone

IItLOIN
TOexam
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
nem 11 a.m.-10p.m. Weekdays— 11 a.m.-18:3opxn.sat- A sun

FOR ABOUT THECOST
OFBAKING ACAKE,
YOU CAN SHARE A
10MINUTE SLICE OFLIFE.
BYLONG DISTANCE.
• -%

DECA OFFICERS — New officers of the DECA Chapter
of Murray Area Vocational Educatibnal Center are, left
to right, first row, Janet Rowland, Carole Winchester,
second row, Becky Walls, Cheri Carson, Teresa Vance,
third row, Tim Alton, Terry McIGnney, and Danny
Rogers. Not pictured is Shelia Blakely.
Ilring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
clewing to Boone's Osoners.
Coupon Good thru
Oct 31,1977

Sport Coats

**************************

994

bring any number. You must preseet
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to BOOfIR'S Cleaners.
Coupon Crood thr u
um 31, 1977

Sale

Boone's

20/o

Laundry & Cleaners
Shirts 3 i•r$1"
Laundered

III 1$ 011

Call for
pick-up
delivery
•

753-2552
N. 12th St.
13th & Main
& Pop.

Wimp wry siiimber. Yoe east repot
this aspen whom shy brims ..your
clewing NSessmi's Oissiosn.
Couposikood tbru
31, 1977

:
*
i
*
*

One Group

1/2 PRICE

v•Spartswear
OFF
v•Sweaters
0
fr.-Dresses
Lay-Away
Now While Selection
Is Good For Christmas

•*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* Marcile's Fashions!
*
lip

You can share a lot of sweet memories with someone a thousand miles allay.
Just dial the lway and talk for ten minutes for only $2.44 plus tax. Any
evening Sunday through Friday between 5PM and 11PM.These evening rates
are lower than rates lot long'distance calls
dialed during weekdays.
South Central Bell
Call often.. And add a little frosting
to a friendship.
Long distiusce.
,
•
r
Whalelse issonicefor the price? •
•

816 Coldwater Rd.

.

.

*--

v.-

Low One-Plus rates do not apply to Zero-Plus(haled long ,J,s
:ails Low One-PIUS rates ,.10 apply to
"
station-to-station c,alls yoO dol yourself. talk to anyone who answers and bill to 1144110)0one you are using_
and onsPlatton-to-slation calls Mooed"mow(Meseta wftere long dtstance dtalong lac,b hes aro not ava,la
Ltwi_ON-13196 tatOgallillflaallatap_OWcatOr-aktStgl_capumilariJapAnArkanar.ws...a..r-orra
cavemen*on calls than:tea to another number includypg Special.btliefg noWthers

_
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Burk-Galtimore

Mrs. Speight Is

Let's Stay Well

Progranaeader
At Circle Meei

rie

08

risc)e Bowl Game
1\16ver On Sunday
By-Abigail Van-Eturen •
&I977 by The Chicago Tribune-N Y NewS Synd

Inc

By FJ.L Blasingame, M.D.

Managing Chronic Cystic
Disease Of The Breasts

The Alice Waters Group of
the First United Methodist'
0: Ms. B.H. writes that
of chronic cystic mastitis
Church Women met Tuesday, she has been troubled with ment before the malignancy spreads continue to
require only carefuLregua
Odo
reebt.
er 11, at 9:30 a.m. with painful breasts. Although
be the best hope of control
tar observation and reasMrs. H.G. Dunn, 1015 Sharp - -she has felt a lump, e-rays_
-or cure of this treacherous surance by a physician.
. failed to show it. Surgery
disease.
'More research is needed to
Mrs. -Harold
Speight was done, and microscopic
chronic fibrocystic-dra=presented the program,taking studies of the tissue re- ease has been successfully Tearli more about the
disease's cause in the hope
as her scripture reading moved showed no evidence treated by aspiration of the
that prevention can be
corinthionn. r3:13 on -.,Faith of - malignincy of her
clear or straw-colored improved.
Hope and Love,„stressing
The breast. She was dingnosecl fluid from the cysts, folas
having chronic fibrocysfact that lives can be changed
--7—
observelowed by regular
When you anyt get the
. •lid
by attending church regularly tic disease.
tion by a physicam. If the
and living daily with faith, a She asks about the manfluid arecurs more than
an
°II °I sciew-IYPe DasY rwd Jars
'
gement of this condition
hope and love. She mentioned
twiceafter aspirations,the punch a small hole in the top of
and whether any research
4._ the lid. This releases the alt.
cyst-wall may-have-to Jue. - inside the
some of the excuses one uses
jar and makes it easy
is being done.
removed.
for not attending church. She
to unscrew the lid.
the
A:bF
re
itoc
ts (
.
sa
ea
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atko
ic di
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wn
se a
oa
f obusre0Ftas.ionally,
•
each
clese&thelprogram reading a
Y confaffi numerpoem on faith and a prayer. chronic cystic mastitis) is
painful cysts. In such
Mrs. Cortez Byers, chair- a common disorder among
instances,
the breast tissue ,
_meeting
Man vetted the
with- young and middle-aged
to be -removed •
may
have
'Wading "Our'Purpose of the women. While cancer of
d by silicone in
,W91Plin'a _Division" and, ii the breast has. been re- nonirritating
by
containers
to be slightly more (not to be confused
Tony
End"'1-x/irted
Dare
entitled
"A
156ein
-$11e-. announced the bazaar 'frequent in women with
Montgomery
work day • at the-cturcli; -suck- cystic disease, it Is are
whic
;
11
giliewe
ltot ragainjecrdedtionsan safe.
Tuesday, October 18 at p Te_garded. as
it.re....1. the. every Member _Urgelytii -ttraater130-- by a plastic surgeon who
canvas dinner to be November far as breast cancer is regularly performs such
2,- aztrF the Thafikagiving- -"PCbrP.d.
--.15eriffigISS-7-------17-------The cause of cronic'eyechurch :d
Novembei '
'dinner,
in
Fortunately& most cases
tic mastitisis unknown nut

DEAR -ABBY: Thanks for letting your readers know
that next year tlie Rose Rowl game _will he _played,on.
January 2. Since yoer column appeared, we've received
-countlees calls asking for verification.-The "Never On Sunday" tradition in Pasadena dates
back to 1883, when tournament officials were .first faced'
and GlynnGallimore
with the' problem of disrupting church services with a
parade, Next year will mar_k the 13th time our festival has
Mr. and
of-.Puryear, Th., announce the
been held- cen-Januaer4 instead of on -Neet•Yearoe-Day:- engagement MidaPproriehliitinarriale
their daughter,
Perhaps your readers would like to know that the Rose
Myra, to Glynn Gallimore, son of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
• Bowl game will be played en January 2 again in 1984, 1989,
Gafilmore4r,e1Piuweae;Tit.and 1995.
The bride-elect is the granddaugther of Mr. and Mrs. Ewel
.
FOREST W.FOSTER,
Fuqua of Cottage- Grove,'Tn.., and Mr. and Mrs. James H.
• PASADENA DIRECTOR QF PUBLIC RELATIONS;
In memory of Miss nee^Pe•Stake of Oneida,Tn.
3OURNAMENT OF ROSES ASSN.
,Waters
flowers wereplacial on "Pm
Miss Bun is a 1976 graduate of Henry County High School
ul We w
'
female
hormones
are most active.
the
church
altar on her birand
_anent*/
the
McKenzie
Vocational School where she
DEAR FOREST: Thanks. The information will he .1r1 cases of chronic fibroreceived he: 'ryping certificate and is now employed as the thday. .
helpful to those who wish to plan ahead.
_
cystic disease, the breasts
Mrs. Dunn served delicious are often
receptionist e ine Mahan Ford,Inc.,Paris, Tn.
periodically palncoffee, hot tea, cake, cookies, ful, and lumps-are genere
DEAR ABBY:A woman wrote to say that her girlfriend
The groom.is the grandson of J. D. Brannon and the
2- weer shaved her armpits or nsacLa _deodorant, and you. late Mrs.
and
nuts to twelve members, ally multiple and tender.
.;rarinon of Puryear,-- ,-and- Mrs. Mae
; suggested that the girl be told (nicely) that she offended.
Gallimore and the ',ate Doyle Gallimore,Sr.,of Puryear,Th.
They are usually benign
Why?
He is a 1977 graduate of Henry County High School where he
but have to be evaluated
• A simple anonymous note would solve the problem, and
majored in agriculture. He is now farming,with hii.father in
and differentiated from
,
t it the same time avoid embarrassment. We used this
lumps which might be
Puryear,
FAWN BOY
• sytem in the government office where I worked,and it was
-Jamesmalignant. The wedding his been set for Friday, November26,-at6:30-p.
4,,very effective. —
Mr:
X-ray examinations are in. at the Puryear Baptist Church. A reception will followthe
Erwin, 1631 Catalina Drive, the most accurate way to
ceremonyin the,fellowship hall of.the church.
--aftirear, are the-parents of-s diagnose earir-breurean
Only Out of town invitations will be gent, and all friends and
DEAR L.: Effective perhaps, but I wouldn't advise
baby boy, James Ross, car, especially when cornanyone to do something I wouldn't do. Any anonymous
relatives of the families are invited to attend.
weighing seven pounds eleven billed with regular,careful
notes smack of tackiness.
_
°MCI"
born on Tuesday, examinations
of
the
••••
-Octakmor 6, at 9:07 a.m. at,the breasts lay the patientand
D
* EAR ABBY:The blitar_froin thairaman asking if,sh.
e.
Murray-Callaway County • her experienced.physican..
(mold wear a -white wedding -dress though she had been
•
W I !.1` •
raped promLite,this letter,
.
Cancer-Should' he!
,-SIIMP
I
am
a
rape-crisis
counselor.
Please
make
your'
readers
•
Mr. Erwin Is °niggled -bY nosed even before a.lump
aware that there are rape-crisis centers across the country
the Kentucky Bureau for is apparent. Such
growths.
now.For those in small communities without such centers,
Frances Brake
—Health-Services. Dr. Erwin Is if large enough to be feltthere is probably a center in the nearest large city. If there
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 18, 1977
associate professor of nursing (as is often thecase) are
- is a crisis phone line in the victim's area, they will know
What kind of day will
at Murray State University. usually not tender. They
some minor situations may
where the nearest rape-crisis center is.
• '
'tomorrow be? To find 9ut what
Grandparents are Mr. and tend to be solitary rather
have to be ironedout before you
, These centers are staffed With professional counselors - the stars sa_y,read the forecast
h d
long-rangeMrs. James W. Erwin and Mr. than multiple. -as well as volunteers_whiuhave had special training in - _even for your:birth Sign.
ventures. --' - ,---------and Mrs. Ross D. Odle of
Breast cancer 'ebfitliffiet rape-victim counseling-They- can offer emotional support • mum. • .,- - evs,4
'CANCER - -opoi.„4
Murray: _Great grandparents to be a mean, serious-disand often can accompany the women to seek medical and (M:21 to Apr. 20) !
Ir bJel4Y 23) `
"
d 1-4F -- * SIT-19IrS: Amelia Erwin of- ease and 4i major killer of
,poe 22'
legal'heIVARY ratitg-erisis center f ha* been in contact - 'Streamline opeiations to - -01
u may given sonic extra
Murray and Clyde Smith of women. Early,diagnosis
with-him-the Vilheg.c(42-01-co4cleAtislitxand-cminseling inset, poses*, , needs: Some-,-responsibilitift) but, iltbe-end--- Deeaturvine,
Tn
__
institiitfon • Of treat--iiiiiaa.-:-:,---.
...
activttier-may-bave---ta-ba-----resuit seems worthwhile, sticAfter a woman has been humiliated, degraded, dropped if they are not
cept them -- ambitiously.
ouarrwered and even beaten she is often made to believe producing. But,do not drop
LEO
eccorred.-Sorne &wry
-that
naYY'llInninCrainanitibtNuly 24 to Aug.
4fif-at
Blue Cross
the seam of their. experience ,for.:YeureTAURUS
t
:
47
___Do not envy others.,
Blue Shield ,
'.
It is important for victims of sexual assuait to Eptiow that (Apr. 21 to May 21)
Delta Dental
cessful acquaintances can
ofPlonlycin,
ouch.osi
aveihtide,--Ateui-it-inight Inspire people h-----You-seem to have the inside--actually assist you. You have an .
---tainnwaities without-such servierto try to get one eterteitT -track now,so take odvantage of---analytical -and,
penetrating
Use tWric.
TEE.NTHERE IN!tALEIGIIJLCJt Good opportunities indica*
but grasp them quiddy,or you
,
aP%
out.
VIRG°
•
•
EVeryeeie has a problem. litbat's yours? For a personal
;
0111-to
4
:1:1
11:4-t2-311
(
If
"
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. GEMINI'
going quite "as usual," ask
(May 22 to June 21)
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope,please.
questions. Sorne changes may
Mercury, favorable, now
have been made, some new
promises increasing gains. But
procedure initiated of which you
are not - but should be - aware.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct-23)Fine plaitelary- influences-.
now
your
stimulate
itnagination, spark new and
inky amhitinac ghtervag fresh
outlook on life.

-

mrs„otis .13tirk

.of

ELECTROLUX

a _ svaratc..ibia,..work-ja-imially-done-

r"1%w,fb
100-0ICU

Hello,stranger.
Searchingfor answers to aft those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As yourAELCOME WAGOttilostess, it's my lob to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community Into.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.

196.12744.

Kathryn Outland

753:3079

Your Individual
_ --Horoscope

I.

1
.‘,
, MICHELSON
. "4“....7.••
?'
._NV!ilif'._0;yfiele?

__..,
. ....",..„9,
\e/ c,

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Noy. 22) flHere is a chance for your '
special gifts of inspiratitnal _
planning and organizing, under
either revised or completely ,
new methods. Do make the
most of it!
—
SAGM'ARIUS *. •
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) X'res
Mixed influences. Plan to
clear up any confusing
situations. Security most be
built up on a sound basis. Intelligently productive methods
needed.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) v.) AV Invest time and-energies only
in projects -worthy of your endeavor. In a rush to accomplish.
however, don't by-pass detail?.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Uranus somewhat adverseWatch for irritating situations
and bridge them amicably and
with unbiased opinion. Move
briskly into productive areas

That's where every fastvbn-constious young miss
. wants to be this year' Jumping-Jacks makes it easy
with these two fantastic styles Both have side zippers
for easy on and off
A Princess — The look of a stylish stacked heel
with a non-skid ripple sole and a rnoc-stitched toe make
this bool one of this season's most popular.

Ait-flavrnide - Rugged. outdOorsy boot on a new,'
Side laces are the perfect tisfisnios

nature bottom

touch

1PS-3 M-W
541N-M

^

PISCES
lireb.-20 to Mar.
A more or less average day
Better finish, or at least further,
current projects. Starting new
undertakings without proper
preparation could lead to
disappointment__
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly . sensitive individual,
endowed with great artistry and
a strong sense of justice -Whatever you undertake, You
carry on with proficiency arid
--bnagination. The Libran has
been known to rearrange. -an ,
change
completely
organization to a livelier busier
one. You have a great love at
beauty, a romantic nature ant
are enthusiastic about all the
best in life. Fields in which you _
could make the greatest Success- the law, statesmartshIP.
writing, the theater, inedicuie- and goverment work-. Birthdate
of: Thomas Love Peacock.
novelist, poet; Inger SOOTS
wiid Mettrrs •Tvlerenurr-ar"

utitout.
•
O

•
•
•
2

-6

3

•

Overeating could be shortening your
life. Obesity has been linked to such
ailments as high blood-pressure,
diabetes. hardening of the arteries.
'
and stroke. Even if you'renot overweight, you
need to eat a balanced diet. Cut down
on fOods higifin fat. Cholesterol and
calories. Eat more fresh fruits and
vegetables.
How yon-take care of yourself
directly afTects the cost of health cacc
for all of us. In the king run, mod

form of
health-habits are the
health care...and the least expensive.
Al Blue Cross-and -Nue Shield and
Deltg=f3ental of- Kerittlic ty,-we're concerned about the cost of healfrcare,
and think there is no better health care
plan than your own good health care
habits. With all of in helping each of
us, we can maintain quality health care
at the lowest possible cost.
Write us forilifbrmation on qu'ality
health care plans. Blu,e, Cross and
Blue Shield and Delta Dental of

tucti
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions apd solve prablems-fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.„The most useful replies will
be printed in this column
•
HEARTLINE: I have been reading
quite a bit lately on different types of
drugs and I keep seeing theterm "OTC
drugs." I don't know exactly What this
means and wondered if you could tell
me-J.C.
A. There are two basic types of
medicines: Over-the-counter..(OTC)
drugs ana prescription(Rx)drugs.
Over-the-counter medicines (also

known as. home remedies and patent
medicines) . include such common
remedies as aspirin, laxatives, and
antacids. It _usgcl according to the
- they are
direttiarir • on
relatively safe. You can buy OTC
medicines without a prescription in
drug stores, supermarkets and many
Stubblefield was a dedicated
Frank Albert Stubblefield
other stores.
fanny Man'and they-wfre his
- wak
. Prescription drugs can be ordertd or,
Prescribed tinly-by -a doctor and can be
Man. His life-was dedicated to' faithiul.attendants in his men-•sold only by a registered pharmacist.
.service for others in the ths of sickness. We mourn with
Generally more povierful than OTC
the
of
head
the
the
loss
of
them
crolitical arena and to his
medicines, prescription drugs are also
-family. -;•
•
more likely to cause side effects.
His word, &Smile or a nod
He was a man who got things
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old. I'm
done with little fanfare through meant more than eloquent
thinking about retiring so my wife and I
can do some traveling and enjoy the
copiealdewe service
friends,hips
that
were speeches. His reputation for
- -years ahead of us.
good jutigement;'fair dealing,
13
°R1:7
tdqiñet
the
with
unfamiliar
I'm
However,
He served his hometown, his truth and integrity will stand as
Medicare program. I've been told that
state-- and his - nation:.to- -the---a-ineasure ,for those who-would
I'll be penalized for not taking it when I
By SY RAMSEY
fullest. The greatest heights follow him.
was 65. Is this true? If it is, why didn't
Associated
Press Writer
--in------a--felt
someone let me know? Do I even have
reached werein his-eightterms-_77-His
to take Medicare?-G.G.
--in -the- . U.S. House. -The- ac- .widespread way and only time.
A. No, you do not have to take
that
things
Many
utivelithe
Will
complishments In agriculture
Medicare if you don't want it. For most
and publicworks-projects stand 'hel has.tione_for people-}10:mas
of the people reaching age,65,however,
loved and afriendinmany.asatrthute to him. • "
hospital insurance ia available without
any premium payment. There is no
Atgree-Or
fir
Va ri 'tiron
penalty for not signing -tip for hospital
insurance other than that you will lose
free cinerage-- Since Me•clicare's
medical insurance requires a monthly
the penalty for not signing up
premium,
running mate with the eventual state
are first eligible is that the .
when
you
- --- FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-The Nov. - candidates who they claim are ready to
atilt-Cull:Ara
ChhWe-for governor. challenge perennial Republican
goes up 10 per cent for each
premium
8 general election involves a variety of
The feeling among politicians in
domination of the 5th Congressional
year you could have signed up for it but
races,some with potential significance,
Frankfort is that he must win,
bistrict
in
southeastern
Kentucky.
not.
did
but Kentuckians don't seem too
decisively to achieve this goal.
.
The
s_pokesman indicated about
who have filed for Social
People
interested.
Sho uld McConnell• spring an upset,
half the part-rs legislative candidates
Security benefits before age 65- are
The consensus among politicians is
Democratic
even with the expected
FRANKFORT-While elected Public
are Using election material from state
notified automatically. Those without
that voting will be light, except possibly
Eastern
retention of the Louisiille mayoralty,
officials hailed the new four-lane US. for all the people -in
headquarters which- Could apply
any prior Social Security contact are
in
contests
at
Louisville
and
Lexington.
local
will
have
its
largest
Kentucky."
the
GOP
r- 80 Highway, linking the Daniel Boone
.everywhere.
hopefully reached 'through general .
- The only iside in the statewide ballot
The Hindman Dative said it will open
power base for the dreams of return to
Parkway at Hazard with improved U.S.
'
For
example,
will
be
one
candidate's
four.
*publicity since-the Social Security
the
proposed
amendment
for
coal for production
"of
doml
_
seams
state
"vast
.
and the Eastern Kentucky
Parkway
23
of their
Administration has no record
state Censtitidional ciiiiVelition-Itacting
page newsletter contains two pages of
atfrestenshuwas
thelast vital
link in, siiieepe,new road will be fherneans of
.
At Lexington,. _Democrat James - ,
Wad'denunciation
of
Gov.
Julian
189t,detisinentnevanT_
•
lareylailat
Of
the
addtitain
_
„—
Amato -appears-to-be holding hiiown
an artenal road system for Eastern Irlitisix/rtstisiel.
Carroll's administration plus' a oneFor people on Medicare, Headline-Perkins also said the new road will •'effect.
against Replihlican Joe Graves in the
Kentucky, their enthusiasm did not
developed "Headline's Guide to
page
questionnaire
designed
to
learn
has
Three
previous
efforts
for
passage
make the area "the. greatest tourist
county
&San
Aeyor's.•
- equal-that of the-residents ofthatareit
ma= Titsha
. ve been defeated, aid the- 291,785 - -the-voter's o,pinion on sectiortal
affair
5_:'
;aria.There's no waY to hokl it bitch."
non-partisan
-contest-offi
-cially a —
long isolatedfrom the rest of thestate.
state issues.
votes needed for approval three weeks
updated and IS written. in
considered
in . which someobservers helievehasstmk - „dem.
"US. Rep.aiol D. Perkins said it
Thilrisils
KeiguckY's
question-endThe
Republicans
easy-to-understand,
perhaps
are
3
o
-fir
down
hence
loolis
like
a
formidable,
second
largest
indUstry,
bringing
in
lower
than
most
outright
political
"
ply .aa
,
-4dithan'alast---year
--squabblea'
the otreding speaker'
•
'Llannw-tictir-112
It iriChicies comPlete explanation of
according to the State Department of • The main spotlight is on the
skrbouisville and
A GOP victory at 1:t
groundbreaking ceremony near
•
current
mild
optimism
Medicare's
Parts "A" and "B,"an
le
•
ti
-at
-gala
ve
races,
and
on
the
Jefferson
yInatnn
Parks,
would
all routine
.
Hnortl,0(AL/her 10.
headquarters.
explanation of-"reasonable charges"
County judge's and Fayette UrbanSenior IJ.S. Senator Walter Dee
calculationq.
political
. Perkins said
le of the a
have
. The Democrats may lose some seats
and a sample Medicare claim form
County
.mayoralty contests.
,
Huddledon said the method of
It also migM get the Ftepubli '
been working for the road since 1935,
with instructions on how to fill it out. .
General Ass!Mbly is
. dominated_ _if only because there are so Inany al =National Co 'dee interested in
e
financing
the
when
raad
,
1965
*all
'
in
began
"iniaginative
work
real
but the
trieM and the law of averages takes
To orddr your copy, Send $1.50-10
.
by
course."
He
also
said
that
the
Federal
meet:ate
-3
t°
22
in
Flelk
wie
Kentucky for the next two ears which
- former Highway Commissioner Henry
overt.
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
studying, and 39 to 8 in the Senate. It has been for
Transportation
Department
is
*ould
m
yone;
and
Ward began
•
The- Republican incumbents are a
D
West Alexandria,
almost a_decade..
_ working through- the a plan to_ he'll -fillittlet
_
__ o
bUild
"manpowerforKentueity-Republitait_L
----1-Appallieltaii---171Wriel-----Plapding maintain coal haul
in-Kootodry.
i4te- Gop, pirtly-th tirepiratkon
harther band, having survived
The
gime
has
almost
1.5
minion
'15381.
•
roads
Commission for the road.
-Watergate and other adverse vrinds
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and
for the 1979 gubernatorial battle is
registered _voters.. more than -2 to
•-- Gov. Jtdian Carroll_ pa,seed a bill in Huddleston asked for the study.
over
the
years.
fairly
effort
to
alOne. My Social Securitibenefitig
live
e`lakIng a
*concerted
Junior U.S.--Senator WendellH.
• the last session Of the legislature to
NO statewide issue hi aiseridble hithe
its _7 _legiaatlye, _
taxi-Per month and I do not hive any
said "coal will be the answer to the'---. rengthe_n
build four-rane rola at a cod of $212
savings 'account. The only resource I
fegislefive races, except poi:4131y oi*
04gomems
ber
representation.
resentation
the
energy problem," adding, "I hope we
Itarilthe_ffnenced..thcaugha _
that
reallyianotankman.
haveis
a_ life-,ingurance policy.- Wotdji
-House,
where
Agit the-right arieweriii feseartlffor-,'
bond issue to be paid off from revenue
The material' -fed- 'to assembly
thie stop -me from being eligible for
come up for election every two years,54
for ener'gy,- It is the economic
COal
from the cod severance tax over a 40candidates by GOP- headquarters
-suppierantai SWIM -Incotne YSSIr—
Republicans are seeking seats.
. answer for this area."
ytpr period. The severance tax is 4.5
includes a call for repeal of the state10 Years Ago
benefits?-T.K.
In the Senate, where half or 19When Ford was governor be
per cent or 59 cents per ton, whichever
sales
tax
on
utility
bills.
A. It is possible that having life
members
must
rim
biannually,
GOP
• appropriated $5 million for researchfor
A total eclipse of the moon will be
is greater:Not all of the'coal seVerance
The only catch IS that -most
-insulance Could affect yourgettingS81.candidates seek L nine seats. Both of
coal liqufaction and gasification.
visible
over
much
of
the
country
on
the
taz, that produces more than $100
Democrats agree with that proposal,
'benefits. Life insurance is counted as a
Gov. Carroll said of the new road, "I these figures include GOP incumb,ents.
night of •Mber 19.
million per year, will be used for this
is over $12.501„..L
is
ahnost
certain
to
peme_
up
in
reS0iirce_if the
sPaicolufan.,-'giving
which
AfPniglcon
am - glad -I- was able- -to keep
reported include Laden
Muth-of-it-goes to the-states
the 1979 session.
- • —
kid-even if it iO only the money You
. w• hat he calls a fealistic analysis, said
.promise."
Moyess, age 54, who drowned in
general fund, and the coal-producing
At Louisville and Lexington, there
could get by cashing it is counted as a
He also commended the legislature, the party might pick up five to 10 House
Kentucky Lake, and Mrs. John Mac
counties get a generous share from the
are
races
which
could
determine
resource.
and oneto three Senate posts.
particurlary those from Eastern
Malone.
coal produced in their counties.
whether
the
state
GOP
continues
to
That
won't
be
any
political.
Kentucky, saying, "they got the
The Rev. Robert E. Farless, son of
. The federal government anticipates
flounder helplessly or emerges on the
earthquake, but the Republicans, out in
legislation through to build this road
Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Fer,less,_ has been
thatcoal production will double by1985
_ the-eold on a-statewide basis since 1971, • surface as-a viable political force soon.
throughthecoaltax'
•-selected as one of -twenty Methodist
as the prime source of energyfor this
-Jefferson
County
Judge
Todd
Ore
taking
things
step
by,step._
He called the road a develppmental
pastors to attend a special meeting in
• nation and other parts of the world.
The-fact that the tentral committee-- Hollenbach is trying to fend off a strong
highway and that will begot the'total *
Detroit, Mich.;this month. . Now, we must rely upon Asia for a good
challenge by Republican Miteh
economy, not only of Eastern of a party almost starved for fug& has
Births reported include a boy,-Jesse
share of petroleum to meet this nation's
By The Associated Press
McConnell.
voted to raise $50,000 for legislative
*Kentucky,but all of the state."
Michael,
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. _ Today is Monday, Oct. 17, the 290th
energy needs.
Hollenbach
has
ambitions
for
candidates
indicates
the
GOP
is
serious
Carroll.pointedout that Keatocky hag
--Greateren-Wisher-5,Perkinsne .S.80"Is going
day of 1977 mere are 7u daysTel in ih-e"
Itputenad 4.0vernor,_ possibly as a
the sixth lowest unemployment rate in about making a comeback. I,
Charlie A.--Chirk Is telehrathtg his var.
• to be a tremendous development for
State
Democrats
also
are
trying,
to
lace
the 50 dates and climbed to sixth place
_ 90th birthday today at his home ons -7TOday's highlight in history:
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'On this date in 1'777, British Gen.John
Burgoyne surrendered his forces to the
Americans- at Salataga,-N.Y.; hr what
2°-Years-Agowas one of the turning points of the
John Quertermous„Walter Baker,
Vernon Hale, and James C. Williams of American Revolution.
On this date:
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the Murray Rotary Club attended a
In 1662, England's- King Charles II
Rotary International Institute at
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In 1855, the English engineer and
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owner, Henry Bessemer,
Virgil Gibbs, was recently promoted to
WASHINGTON-President Ceter's drive toward a political settlement to
beginsto fade.
specTalist third class while serving with patented his process for making steel.
In 1933, Dr. Albert Einstein arrived in
i.iron determination to reconvene the end 30 years ef war in the MiddreEast.
Third, a renewal of PLO guerrilla
the 10th Infantry Division in Germany.
-- :Geneva Mideast peace conference
warfare against Israel,.with southern
Mr. Carter -is perceived as genuinely
Gene Cathey will speak on "Physical the United States as a refugee from
•; before the end of this year has been worried that his credibility as a world
Lebanon once again becoming a bloody Dear Editor:
Education" at the meeting of the New Nazi Germany.
Contrary to the implication of the title
In 1945, Juan Peron staged a coup in
;subjected to secret and agonized leader would suffer both in the U.S. and
battleground between PLO nationalists
Concord Parent-Teacher _ Club . on
Buenos
Aires and became absolute
,--_warnings from Arab governments ever • abroad if he failed to bring off his-first
and the shaky government of Lebanon. preceeding my article in last
October 17.
dictator of Argentina. "
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*that
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'_February.
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reconvened, U.S. pressures on Israel general policy of deficit spending.
Geneva.conference started up again.
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article
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• These warnings, undisclosed until
will confront Mr.. Carter with
But the Geneva goal is-- worth
Bramley, and Betty Watkins are Greek shipping magnate Aristotle
now, came principally from Syria, achieving, Arab leaders feel, only if
devastating political counterpressures title of "A Case for Deficit Spending by
members of the cast of the play, Onassis.
Ten years ago: Gov. Nelson
Lebanon and Jordan. They were given * there is a "reasonable expectancy" of
here in the U.S., with Israel shielded by the Federal Government," I attempted.
"Bound
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said: "I am not a
to identify periods of economic activity
to Vance before President Carter made settling the major issues dividing the
its agreemefitto go to Geneva.
the senior class of Hazel High School on
candidate. I' do not intend to be a
his final decision to press on to Genev'a Arabs and Israel once the reconvened
Defenders of Mr. Carter argue that during which the federal govennnent,
October
18.
candidate. I do riot wa-it to be
in 1977-in short, at a time the Arabs conference gettunderway.
these volatile political ingredients because of its unique character, could
president."
felt they could still influence his plans
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_and timing.
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'THE nEws
M BRIEF
FRANKFORT - Kentucky's „economy remains
Lb The Associated Pres.
strong, according to figures
NATIONAL
released by the Department
for Human Resources. •
SWARTHMORE, Pa. (AP)
-- Two old friends spent five
Unemployment in September dropped 0.5 percent to
days together, walking, dining
- 4.1 percent from the August
out- and planning the suicide
of one of them. Morgan Sibbett
figure of 4.6 percent. The
said Sunday that twq months
September rate was the
ago he allowed Dr. Wallace
second lowest for the year,
with May's figure of 3.7
Proctor, his friend of 39 years,
to use his home as the stage
percent remaining the lowest.
s Robert MacDonald, chief
for the suicide-by-sr dray
labor analyst for the state
overdose. "Our leave-taking
said, "The number of Kenwas quite matter-of-fact,"
tuckians working increased in
said Sibbett, 65. "We had said
September by 21,900 workers
good-bye adequaaly. Nothing
with the unemployed rolls
could be added." Proctor, 75,
decreasing by 5,900. This
a
dermatologist
from
compares favorably with
Pocatello,
Idaho,
was
September of 1976, when there
wracked
by advancing
were an additional 7,500
Parkinson's disease.
unemployed."
_
According to MacDonald,
NATIONAL BUSINESS WOMEN'S WEEK - Murray Mayor John Ed Scott signs a
the downward trend may be
LOS ANGELES (AP) proclamation declaring the week of October 16-22 as National Business Women's
Allikibitted to increased hiring
fling Crosby's body
_
Week is futile Ward, right, president of the Murriy Business and Professionalby all of Kentucky's major
Women's Club, and Mildred Stalls, left, a member of the committee for-Nationat _ . California today,- and his
Industries. Government
family plans a simple,low-key
Business Women's Week,observe. Katie Outland, chairman of the Business Women's
employment was ,the only
hiner_iiL.-CrofibY, who died .irt
Week committee of the local Business and Professional Women's Club, said the cIsib
major eipployer to show a
Madrid
Friday,- will be
will
throtighout-the
week
breakfast
rents
opening
have
at
special
with
the
prayer
decrease last month.
'to
Tuesday.
His son
Perkins on Sunday;lundieon irc.olonial House Smorgasbord on Tuesday,.and dinr.er
MacDonald said the 4.1
.Jlárry
J r.,
19,
hi,
atMturay_Wonsan's
house
on
Thursday.
Club
percent figure -places Kenatieiapinying the singer's
tucky 2.5 percent -below the
-body on UT-flightfrem Spain:•national rate of 6.6 percent
during the same period.
WASHINGTON
Although the state unemployment rate is low,there are
3iASHINGTON.4AP.4_more than 25,000 people
President Carter says he'
As part of its energy needed for the char whi
looking for work,some for the
which produces fuel oils, gas, agrees With a group of
first time and others trying to research program, TVA has remains a byproduct.
chemical feedstocks, and the demonstrators who want to
To learn whether char can byproduct
$180,000
for
re-enter the labor force. These allocated
eliminate nuclear weapons,
char from coal.
people are finding ,there are preliminary studies to help be used as fuel focishwer plant
If tests indicate it is feasible but thinks they Were wrong in
boilers,
tests- Must be con- to use char as a power plant disrupting his church's
not enough job opportunities learn whether byproduct char
from a coal conversion ducted J.- see how well the fuel, the next step would be to Sunday morning service. Four
to meet their needs._
process can be used as fuel in cbap---- will' burn, what construct a small-scale wilt to demonstrators who disrupted
alferations of the boiler may produce char by means of the the service by denouncing the
• _DAV VANIIERE
_power plant boilers.
Coal pyrolysis is a prows--,be needed, and the costs in- flash pyrolysis process.
The Disabled American
neutron bomb are free on
- Neteranevan will be-sitibe Bei -that breaks down-enarinte----Yelved•
-personal recognizan&-while a
Alf-Shopping Centef-0/1 various products, -- including
fifth is continuing his protest
ntal Research CorWednesday, October 19, from. cleaner energy fuels, and OccidAelfi
in jail.
p,m.. to help .successful development of the Poratinn (ORC), the-State if_
veterans, dependents, process (staid relieve some of Kentucky, and the Energy
widows:etc.; with claims for . the Nation's dependence on' Reward' and :-• Development
benefits due then accordini foreign oil supplies. For the Administration In a study a
to Joe STIgh, comniaigir o iirocesp to be tcononicnily
practical, a commercial use is ORC developed this process,
the local DAV chapter.

ng Own Boos'

The Advisory Board of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior Citixen,s will make its
WASHINGTON
annual inspection and visit of
Powdered booze, the ultimate the residents of the Murray
in the dry martini, may be *ming Project during the
headelf for the American- meek of Monday, October 17,
market. The powdered alcohol until Friday, October 21.
has been developed by a
Quririg ,this period board
Japanese firm and is under members will visit the
study by the Treasury residents and make known of
Department's Bureau of their needs, problems, etc., a
Alcohol,
Tobacco
and spokesman said.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
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..by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submit*I-by 12 noon
the -"day before
publication
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-Community-Theater

Young people in the area
will have a special treat in
store for them this Halloween
as a result of a series of make-up classes bejng sponsored by
the Community Theatre.
- --On Monday, October au
taillbway County Trick-orTreaters can come to the Old
Freight Depot to see an;improvisational show, "Bring,
Your Own Boos," and _ get
mode up as a monster, clown
or their favorite freak.
The classes are part of the
theatre's , education and
workshop program.
Registration will be held at the
first meeting this Wedensday,
October 19, at 3:30 p. m. The
make-up workshop is open to BEETLE BAILEY
all interested students, sixth
grade through high school.
Theatre director Richard
Valentine is the instructor for
the course.'
A $2.00 fee will cover
material expense for the three
week course that -meets
October 19, and Mondays
October 24 and SI from 3:30
intil 5:00 p. m.Students in the
class will then-be ready to try
out their._...craft---on-_area
children on Halloween night;
PHANTOM
The class will meet at'the
OldFreight Depot on Railroad
'Avenue. For more- in-early
formation
or
registration phone the theatre
office at 759-1752.

America's-

Save 20% to 40% now on a select grouping of
floor sample upholstered pieces, accessory items
and Ethan Allen sleep sets by Simmons...
Fine quality upholstered furniture in a good selection of fabrics, colors and
patterns that's right for you as well as the down-to-earth value you're
looking for. Hundreds of accessory items reduced to clear. One group of
Ethan Allen bedding by Simmons included in this floor sample sate.

UNITED H0111IVINL.414PWS

Free Delivery

Open Every

Convenient

Friday
Evening
'til 8 .-..

(IHAN

Terms

ALIEN FultNifUet

115 NO.SECOND STREET...PADUCAH
,

Phone 4424979

..

STOREW I DE
SALEl

service
:onference for
agencies has been scheduled
at Murray State University on
Tuesday, Oct. 18.
To be conducted from 10
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Room 228
of Roy Stewart Stadium, the
training Workshop sponsued
by the Center for ContinMig
Education is the first of three
planned for the organization of
agencies with interrelated
service roles.
Outcomes• and evaluations
of the first Workshop will
'contribute to the design of the
two later workshops.
Continuing Education Units
(CEUsl will be available to
workshop participants for a
fee of $2.
JAPANESE-ART
NEW YORK (AP)- "Birds,
Beasts, Blossoms, and Bugs"
will be on display at the Asia
House Gallery here through
Dec. 4.
The gallery says the exhibit
illustrates "the myriad
which nature is depicted in tht
art of Japan." There are more
than 80 objects in the salubit,
among them folding screens,
hand-scrolls and ceramics

per.c7

I TOLD BEETLE TO
TIGHTEN THE BOLTS
ON MY JEEP

1977 UnIllid Feely
,
* SvndlCal• Inc

!!TURN
MY BACK FOR ONE
MINUTE AND HE
-RUNS OFF!

YE5, THAT
IS PALACE.
GENERAL
UVES ON
*coo
FLOOR.
WHY?.

IF I WERE A BRAGGART
I'D SAY I DO
A FANTASTIC
JOB

BUT I HAPPEN TO
BE A VERY
HUMBLE MAN

WELL,YOU'VE
- Go-r Lar
TO BE HUMBLE
AelOuTL_
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acers End Slump With 13-9
Defense Stellar, Provides Racers First
Win At Middle Since '71, MSU Now 2-4
Early in the second period, Racers took over.
By MIKE BRANDON
and Middle had no chance of game had ended, the skies
Middle had one timeout left, returning it and getting better were dark and the wind was
Ledger &Times Spoils Editor Hoy Hackley pickecipff a pass
Bill Furgerson had better for the Racers, ending a meaning the Racers badly field position for their final, gusting near 30 miles an hour
at times.
not ever decide to take a trip Middle Tennessee drive on the needed to make at least one unsuccessful series.
that,
just
did
They
down.
first
"Well,this is the first of our
offensive
next
the
on a hot air balloon. He might MSU XL On
"I was really hoping to get three Homecoming'games and
wind up stranded somewhere sehes, Middle worked'all the they got their only first' down
when Danny back in the game," Dickens I hope we can win the other
out over the middle of the way down to the Murray nine of the second half
18 yards on said in the dressing room.
went
Johnson
Lee
•two, Racer linebacker and coocean. For some reason, it but had to settle for i field
"I always like to play captain Kevin Whitfield
possession.
first
the
Racer
defense
the
as
goal
seems Furgerson and the wind
When Middle got the ball against Middle because they 'angled-just can't manage to get refused to budge.
runi the-4-3 defense and it's a
Murray's only other drive in back, on their own 24 with a
along.
Racer
next
The
STOPPED THIS TIME — Mike Moore of the Raiders, who gained 116 yards in the game, was
like our basic philosophy,
lot
no
tgad
they
left,
minute
"I don't know what it is but the game came on their last
Homecoming will be a 12:30
stopped for_liftle gain this time as Bill Rockley (42) drags him down. Others in the picture for.
just_
is
secondary
their
except
hope
no
for the last three games, the possession of the first half and --titheouts left and.
tun. contest 'Saturday in the
Middle are Alvin Palmer (79) and Bill Ming (Si) along with John-Farris 02), Bud Foster(43)4
either as the Racer defense a little different.
to
had
Racers
Middlejhe
like
wind
has
us
switched,
on
ant
Sam Fronklinf97).—
"They are a lot easier te Datraciorne at East Tennessee.
the
hurt us in each of those three settle for a field g&ii as Hank Theld on and stopped
(Staff Plates by sidwo
and that makes passing Then, on the 29th, the Racers
read
last
games," Furgerson said as he 'Lagorce booted one from 33. Raiders on four plays, the
against them a little easier. will host Eastern Kentucky in
State
stood outside of the_ Miwray . yards, making it../t13-3 game. _ one as the tiortisiounded.
_ Murray
Although it won't show up in And our receivers are used *- the
State dressing room following at halftime.
Homecoming.
Pickens
their ileq0114.41CY,7
first halt
a 13-9 _win over--MiddlE
_ , Middle the statistics; Racer punter added.-big
a
Wes
played
Furgerson
All-American
Tennessee
nessee, ending a four-game
The Homecoming afternoon
r
losing streak for the Racers_ rim4iri2to Mike mOnre Vaned- role in the win. His.Ipst punt
bright beautifar"---'
it
but
Only
Yards
32
traveled
he
half,
second
get
the
to
we.
In
out the 13-3 92 yards.
"After
calm but by the time the
and
ne
ti
Middle
long
a
for
Murray
air
the
in
hung
lead at halftime, we had was shinned bY the Race& s as
151
139
Rushing'
on
more
24
yards
only
had
he
16
10
to
up
ofopen
our
planned
Piaui Att.
7-16-1
7-10-1
.
PameaComp.
fense. But we got in a situation II carries.
65
70
Verdi Pawing
While Murray did not even
216
209
where we had absolutely no
Thtal Yard,
3
0
boat
Fumbles
field position at all during the have a first down.in. the third
Meador's 29-yard field goal in. halftime edge. _ The Tech
31
79
Penalties
- By The Associated Press
.
the
_Blue_Raiders
period.
_
40.3
half,
second
1
Weltern
34,1
punting
Undefeated Tennessee Tech the third quarter rounded out defense stymied two
Individual Rushing: Murray (139) —
threats in the second half to i "We had our choice the controlled the clock. Bid they
Johnson 72, Dickens 50, Robbins 13,
and Austin Peay, this football the Obring.
the
on
one
fumbles,
two
lost
defense
ofplaying
10, Ruzich 2, Jones 2, Franklin -1
Brown
half
second
North Alabama, now 5-1, preserve the ficforY after
Valley
Ohio
seaon'.•
and Perine -9. Middle (1.51) — Moore 116,
25 and the other on the
Racer
Doug.
or
and
the
ball
getting
quarterback
Western
the
in
10th
ranked
been
had
Rogers 37 and Robinson -2.
Conference underdog-turnedknowing wed have To Oki! .Racer four-yard line.
Receptions: Murray (7-70) — Brum 2_ -_mighty____Moase, share the -National Collegiate Athletic Bartholomew earlier pegged
Johnson 2-20, Thomas 1-2, Perin 14
20,
for
game
the
of
The play
third
the
and
in
88
66
igidnit-the-wind
of
bombs
scoring
going
II
Division
Association's
and Franklin 1-12. Middle (745) —
league's No. I spot.
in
left
10:36
with
Murray
came
was
Eddie
the
flanker
quarter.
But
problem
3-26, Miller 2-14, Rogers 1-14 and
Harris
to
yards
- Austin Peay stavedbff three into the game. The victory
%wide,1-11.
the fourth period. Middle had
the
that
when
quarter
fourth
Preston.
The
5-1.
to
Peay
Austiti
raised
fourth
scoring threats in the
— ..inierceptions: Middle(1) — Cecil 1-16.
-one-from Ole- _
Murray (11 — Hadley 1-23.
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North
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_Tackles_ For Minus Yardage.:_Sahl
in Florence, -Ala., Saturday. led Tennessee - Tee* _to it ___thFee_jolichdowns„aigt ran fog_ ag_ainat_the wind_
Franklin 3 for -36, Bob Craig I for -10,
"We were never able to open chain crew came in for the
Western 149 yards, crushed East
David Regan 1 for -4 and With.> Wilson 1
At the same time, T ennessee triumph • over
up our passing game in the measurement and the ball was
for -4.
Tech rolled past Western Kentucky by passing for one Tennessee State 35-0. 41, ,.
Racers' Leading Tacklers: Mc'
• --.' seccind half. We had a few an inch short.
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drove
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wind,
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injury,
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first
in
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42-yard field
Murray 036 left in first quarter, Mike
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did not open up. They played 12 plays to score. The Raiders
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St .
!
1Muraygte.
ifie "
Otis Green scored on to Joe Ware for the' Golden ,___,_
Dickens 73-yard quarterback draw for
team evencu '''' reccmla
TO. David Ruzich to Tony Franklin on
conservative ball and barely did not get the hall in until
a fur-yard run in the second Eagles' first score. Jenkins', 1.mum
a pair of wins this
with
4-4
at
conversion. Murray leads 10-0.
7:.
_
--to hang on for the when on a fourth and goal
...managed
fourtha
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sneak
quarter to give the hosts their one-yard
Middle: 5:20 left in second quarter, M.
Tennessee
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of
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ENOUGH
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A. Robinson 26-yard field goal. Murray
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for
Defending
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left
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in
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anything
Murray
than
more
ce 32-yard field goal. Murray leads 13-3.
._ Taylor Erwin scored on a_ first half.
--Middle: 3:24 left in game, Robinson
- Cartier. Thr-tvitFpnint-ran- w McFarland (44):
quateilcrTiiii KentleekT-44 then-nn-settir- irse Wig the
Reserve
onyard run later in the
two-yard
pass to Vince Harris, conday,won 6-0 over Austin Peay.
version attempt failed and the
(Staff Pligiailig
terback Mike Dickens.
.version fails2Murray leads 13-6.
se4ond period to give Austin Maynord passed 14 yards to The three doubles matches
Dickens hat, been . marlin&
28-14_
- Pepy a 10-6 halftime load.- Craig Btolle .for
rained
*bud Mall
well and in fact,- gave the
••
,
Racers their only touchdown
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Ins.the third match ii,
--,----i..-Sports
triangular, Ailitin Peay won 9Murray got a big break on
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tWo sigh and Seventh grade 1 over Northern. .
.1.6fiddle Sdiool has--two
-"-TODA-Y:the.
first -Piny of the game
Karen Weis, playing the
, boll:tall&OSai gollandBtadhap. First game begins at 5
when Middle Tennessee
ifc*tball team Oar' number one . singles for
-s-i-t
.
-4,M:11104197/0**ItY-ku-n19.t.vAr
quarterback Mike Robinson,
, ,--gameatFulton,City ana.the Mg M Club has Iti- Murray, won 6-0,- 4-1 -over
:
.13.ap
'*6:300
on his 20-yard line, drOpped
Inn.
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open _Lao starteid a
for
Calloway
- ifigh football -str5 pin, Grove-at Southwestto
run
bumped into an
bit
-unior high footballat 5 p.m.,East Calloway at Lone Oak for Northern and 6-0, 6-1 over
at
Mayfield
and
p.m.
Ress
Peay. At three, Anne
unior high football game at 6:30
Robinson had to go back
urray Middle School for junior high football game at 6:30 won 6-1,6-0 over Northern and
even deeper and by this time,
one and one over Austin Peay.
Racer defensive end Sam
p.m.
;--WEDNESDAY-The fil.W golf team begins play in the 54Franklin
was glaring down
worigles,
number
I:ae foursin
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s, Lea
Batoncrotouge.Play 3 Inje
dTirinfirgy
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.
.
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: THURSDAY-Calloway Corintilit ReidliafOr freshman strum won 6-0, 6-2 over
Robinson, hall and all into the.
Austin
over
6-1
6-0,
and
therm
will
football game at 6:30 p.m. and Murray High freshme.n
for a safety and a 2.4,
endzone
five
number
Peay. In the
unty
lead.
lififlie
team
ross
wom
After the free kick, the
then against
lit Memphis State for a dual meet and the Murray High 6-2over Northern
Racers took over on their own
to
sets
split
went
Peay,
Austin
8
at
Homesorning
1977
T- igers will host Hopkinsville in the
take a 4-6,6-1 and 6-1 win. The 38. Eating up almost seven
p.m.in Holland Stadium.
found minutes on the clock, the
SATURDAY- The Racer cross country learn will have a number six singles
.
and- Racers-drove-down•to-the Blue
64
winning
YvatusaiPtley
meerit WeIePn KentuckY;the-women-tomtits tkiiins
15
they
a
had
where
Raider
6-1
6-3,
also at Western and the Racer football team will play a big 6-4 over Northern and
fourth and sixth but lost
OVC game in the Minidome at Johnson City against the Buc- over Austin Peay.
Possession after Dickenihad a
;canCers itEast TennesSee.The gahie_willbegin at 12:39pAn,_
-play against --pass broken up:
the
-?
to do much more. Besides peiforming well, it must last
tifurray time.
Middle, who lost nine
Northern Kentucky, Martina very long time. I knew we had assembled remarkable
Ress won 6-1 and 6-0, Weis and fumbles last year In a 24-21
engineering talent. But they surprised even me.
Utley at two won 6-0 and 6-3 loss to Murray State in
A high-performance car. doesnt
Werner Sdiulze,
and at number three, Owen- Stewart Stadium, coughed up
Interior Design:
have to have an interior like the
the ball on their next series
Lindstrom won 6-4 a,nd 6-4.
write
cockpit ofa fighter plane. I felt it was important for the
The Racers played a with Franklin recovering on
seventh match against both the Middle 47.
Audi 5000to have a comfortable atmosphere that was
With less than a minute left
Northern and Peay. Barbara
.not-distracting, the.same.as a driver woOd.find in his
Hennessy won two and two in the period,the Racers weie
home.It Takes haila calmer,better driver.
Box 307,Murray,KY 42071
over Northern and 6-1, 6-4 over On the 25-yard line and had a
Dr. Anton Wimmer. A man named Timeshenko had a
first. down.
Austin Peay.
theory ofconstruction which could
Strut-Mil Safety,
Dickens took off on a
safe cars. Yet no one had ever tried it. I did
make
help
quarterback draw and beaded •
wc,c icriiarkable-fbelieve it will
down the middle of the held.
years to utilize ihistheory.Somecompetitors
our
'take
There was no question about
could save your life.
construction
this
perhaps,
day,
or
whether not Dickens would
The Audi 5000 is the largest GerTWFfinz geyites,
score as the Middle Tennessee
Assistant Director:
man car for the money Yet for all
defense' was caught completely 'by style.* - *Rh the
its size, it is also surPriSingrylively. At abbut$R,5O0wd
quarterback draw.
feel there is no other car with din- combination ofroom,
"Wtien-1 got on about'the
Kindling,acceleration,and-aim-fort
five-yard line, I felt my ankle
When I proposed the 5-cylinder gas-.
Franz Hauk,
just give out, it was like
_Engine Design:
dine engine, my colleagues smiled.
nothing was there," Dickens
I insisted,even though no one had ever done it before.It _
said.
easy.-But now, I believe we have an engine that
wasn't
"I think I made a slight cut
will be added to City of Murray
performance like a 6, and great effioffers_outstanding
that
and
might
it
have
caused
Property Taxes If Not Paid
smile a differentsmile now They
4.
a
like
ciency
•
to give.! wasn't going to stop
designed tl‘Aucli 5000with as,
We
Naumann,
because I knew I could score if
Fritz
Dr.
Power Train Testing: few moving parts as possible to
I kept on going. Then when I
got in the endzone, I just fell to
Taxes May Be Paid At The
I designed rating cars before coin- make it reliable. Parts that are not in the car can never
Ferdinand Plch.
4
My
the
ankle
waS
ground.
to Audi.Rut tht-Audi 5000was break. It wasnteasy.Sometimes I think tlity611 the car
'"-•
dar
"
f"*"4-21
City Nall Building at 5th and Poplar Streets
.
burning and it felt like
the Audi i000 bec5use that's how many dinners1
.0,•
last
to
designed
be
Can
car
racing
A
Clialtenge.
bigger
a
Monday thru Friday 8 AM - 5 PM
something had snapped or
its inb A passenger car has missed. Please come in and drive it.Itwas.a1Qtetwork is
That
only
few-races
a
for
pulled," Dickens said.
and on
That was the game for
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1977
Dickens. In came quarterback
David Ruzich and the Racers
11 AM - 4 PM
vreit with the two-point
Jo grass
o
• 800 Chestnut If.
Tony Franklin in the right
City Clerk
•
Murray
corner for the two points,
making it a 10-0 MSU lead
For the rest of the game, it
was all defense.
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Old-Fashioned Revival Meeting
Keyfor Dodgers In 10-4 Win
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Yeager's three-run homer in was New York's first error of
• AP Sports Writer
the fourth inning, Reggie the Series and it took just one
LOS ANGELES( AP) — An Smith's two-run blast in the
batter for error No. 2, as third
old fashioned revival meeting, sixth and the sound, nine-hit
baseman Graig Nettles
called by their very own faith pitchilig by Don Sutton.
dropped Lee Lacy's ground
healer, Tom Lasorda, was
"I normally don't believe in ball. Yeager then followed
credited with transforming rah-rah pep.-uaretings," said
with his second Series homer
the Dodger blues back into the Yeager, who also contributed
for a 5-0 lead.
Dodger Blue.
a fifth-inning sacrifice fly
"It was do or die today,"
"This was the real 1977 before leaving the game with
said Yeager. "The homer
Dodger team," said Steve straimed ligaments in his knee.
gave us* big inning and took
Garvey
after. Lasorda
But it evidently worked for the pressure off the rest of the
brimstone
preached fire and
some guys."
team., You saw the key to our
FINAL PIAy - This touchdown run on a quarterback draw play by Mike Dickens was
-and the Dodger bats spoke --Yeager said -he had two
his fast
game today. Davey Lopes and
firepower and base hits. The games left in his ailing knee.
the game as he twisted his ankle and hod to sit on the bench for the rest of the
Bill Russell getting on baSe
game. Dickens
pure
combination
was
exited with 50 yards on the ground, oil in one quarter of action.
see.you Wednesday night ahead -of our big hitters like
salvation for the National (4fter Game 7) in our
Smith, Cey and Garvey." •
(Stufl Photo. by Mike Brendan)
League champions, who ceubhouse," Yeager told
The Dodgers made it 8-0 in
rapped out 13 hits, four for newsmen.
the fifth on RBI singles by
a
7
extra bases, to blast the New
Garvey also expects to be in Baker and Lee Lacy and
York Yankees 10-4 Sunday.
"the '-winning
clubhouse Yeager's sacrifice fly.
The World Series now hops Wednesday night, but said it
Baker credited the team
back to" the East Coast with wouldn't be a bad idea to have
meeting and the team's
the Yankees ahead 3 games to another pregame revival
leadoff hitters in the Dodgers
2 and still lacking one victory meeting.
revival at the plate.
before they can claim, their4 "At one point we were 7-0
"We were just reminded
.21st world title.
_
after leam...meetings,'1___gai4f.-Abet we're_ better than-we've Yankees•
Billy Garvey, whOhacra double and
been playing, that we haven't
Martin originally named Ed a single and scored,a pair of
been playing the way weBy JACK STEVENSON
thrown by a fan in the final thelburth provided a 5-0 Figueroa, troubled by a sore
runs. "I guess this make us 8- played all year," Baker said.
AP Sports Writer
inning of Game 2 which the margin for Sutton.
finger the past few weeks, to 0.
"Russell and Lopes got
LOS ANGELES -CA19- = - Dodgers won, was reluctant to
Of the Don Gullet pitch he be his starting pitcher for
"We're human beings and things moving. When they're
Dusty Baker says he wouldn't comment.
belted over the left field wall, Game 6 Tuesday night. But
care if he was in Vietnam if
"I'm just going to play a Yeager said, "He was Figueroo not as ready to pitch human beings get.; tired on base, the batters behind the World Series was there but game, that's all ... that's my throwing off-speed stuff, fork- as Martin said he was, balked, mentally and depressed them see better pitches. It
some of , his Dodgers feeling," said the veteran who balls or palmballs or forcing Martin to switch to mentally. What Tom Lasorda makes things easier for us.
teammates remain a little had muscle spasms in his back whatever. This time he got the Mike Torrez, the third-game did was he got everybody They ignite things for us." _
together and, again, told us of
Russell got the Dodgers
leery of the fans in New York. following the New York ball up."
winner.
his feelings. of warmth and believers in the dugout and the
Los Angeles goes back East incident last week.
-We had our backs to the
Lasorda will be going with a affection for us. As human
faithful of 55,955 in the stands
for Tuesday's Game 6 trailing
Shortstop Bill Russell said wall, do or die," Yeager said. proven winner of his own,Burt
the Yankees -3 games to 2, he believes the problem of "My home run took the Hooton, who stifled the New being's we Cali 'benefit from up and clapping again with a
this.
single to right-center in the
having avoided elimination controlling fans in Yankee pressure off the other guys. I York bags on five hits in the
"It got our.feelings moving_ -sixth. Smith,- a -victim of a
with- -E 104 Vietoil- Sunday Stadium ilseriods.
-think the/ Might have'sald, second game at Yankee
in the right direCtion."
•
rubber ball beaning from the
behind right-hander Don
"They do not have enough 'Yeag's having fun.. Why don't Stadium last- Wednesday
That direCti5n was evident stands at Yankee Stadium last
security _there to control _it,"_ _the rest of us17'.... _
__ Sutton. ..—
night. -'inunediately in Gatne 5. Welinesday, sent a hard ball
"AdUally-,- I've never been Russell said. "Fans like that
•
On the verge of extinction Dodger leadoff batter Davey
to Vietnam," admitted Baker, don't deservea ball club."
Sunday, Lasorda turned Lopes socked a triple off the
FOOTBALL Tom Lasorda, who has his
who had three hits and scored
preacher,telling his players in top .0,,.the left-field . wall
SUFFALO
J. a pregaihe meeting that, Win against- Vinkees starter
two runs Sunday. "It just 'club in the World Series in his
Don
clo-1*1 mailer to me where_ first year of managing, Simpson becarne the .second or. lose, "I wouldn't trade this
Geliett;
who'on •
started
runqing
'back in National
.011C
Overall
*
' red the feelings when he
We-Play.It's 'better-Ufa*going tempe
baseball team for any other OpeningDay tnitsbd_nOt figurew
home for the winter."
said, "Val glad we're going Football League, history- to---teanilifthe*Ofa"Austin
$.1
Peay
3-0
in the decision. No. 2 batter
5-0
Tech
Second baseman Davey back to-New York. The rush for 10,009 yards when he
Ron Cey, the Dodgers third Bill Russell smacked a, single Tenn.
Morehead
2-1
2-2-1
Lopes, however, said: "I can't Yankee fans are good fans. gained 138 yards in the Bills 3- baseman and the only regular
Eastern Ky
1-2
2-3
to left for a 1-0 lead.
Murray State
1-2
2-4
speak for the other guys, but You can't judge all by a few 0 _victory over the Atlanta without a hit or a run scored
Western
1-2
1-3
Ky.
Garvey
double
stroked
to
a
Falcons.
speaking for myself,I'm going kooks."
Middle Tenn.
1-2
14
Sunday, was skeptical about right centerin the fourth and
7
Former
Cleveland
Browns
EWA
0-2
Tenn.
IS
to wear a hatd hat out there."
The happiest Dodgers were
the importance of the team
SATIPODAY'S GAMS
Reggie Smith, the Dodger catcher Steve Yeager and running back Jim Brown holds meeting, but decided: "The came home on Dusty Baker's
NicholLs State at Austin Peay
single to left, • which Lou
the all-time rushing record of
who was hurt when hit on the pitcher Sutton.
Murray State at E Tennessee
results were there." - - Piniella misplayed, -allowing -Webbeyst Ai-Fastenshead by a hard rubber ball
Yeager's three-run homer in 12,312vareer yards. • Those resultsncludesi.,Steyegaker to take second. That
Middle At Deiware
Morehead At Tech

Dodgers More fraud
A
Of Fans: Than.Yankees

back into the stands for his
second Series homer._ _
"If today's clubhouse
atmosphere
any
was
indication, then I feel our
chances are good,'-' Smith
said. "I'm happy to be going
-back to Yankee Stadium. It's a
big ballpark with big gaps and
we're a gap-hitting team.
"The fans? They're gonna
be there. The less said about
them the better."
The Yankees scored twice
off Sutton in the seventh and
got consecutive solo homers
from Thurman Munson and
Reggie Jackson in the eighth.

OK Standings

`4711;
4

"We
have the
still
advantage," said Jackson,
one of the canters of the
storms that have the Yankees
calling team meetings not to
bring people together - like
the Dodgers — but to keep
-them from going for each
other's throats.
"They have to play L000 ball
and we only have to play .500
ball," Jackson siid. ."
As Garvey pointed out the
Dodgers have played 1.000 ball
immediately after one of
lasorde's-revival meetings.
Hallelujah.

•1,y,

i
• / le,,,,-- ---.
114-

GET HIM EDDIE - Racer safety Eddie McFarland gets readyto make The hit on Robbie Rogers. McFarland had 10 teddifir-and three assists for the game, giving him 51 tackles fitilhi
season.

PARKER FORD
BODY SHOP
Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair on
cars and trucks of all makes, models and sizes.

Mike Barnett,
Body Shop Foreman

,‘ ,

coat. -

Shampooer

88

.Shampoos carets.' •
.Trigger control dispenser.
.94-ounce tank.
.Shampoo foam generator..
Complete with brushes

24

tall753-5273
Nights & Weekends
492-8154
753-1833

NO HOPE - Robbie Rogers (24) of Middle has no hope of
picking up any yardage on this ploy as Willie Wilson (55) comes
charging in for the tackle while bearing in from behind is big
Sam Franklin (97) who played a tremendous game at his defensive end position.

Majestic House
Deep-dgwn cleaning and agitation
AN-steel agitator
Rug height adjustment
Large dust bag
Edge cleaning

Complete with toolt

Hoover
Celebrity
Canister

3

9

Special
•

• 1 7 peak HP -Motor I 79 VCM HP1
• Super-size 10-quart dust bag
• All-steel canister
F doe rleaning

`;\ FREE With the Purchase of any Size Pizza
\ Salad

r epe-

_

'ar• •

-t
Chestmit St. .

Murray Home
IV Auto'Store

Small TO" Pizza - '2.15
_Medium 12"Pizza - '2.85
Lame 14" -;'345 •

;I.

Try Our Every Day ItaNan Specials/

Hoover Take-Your-Choice Specials are Available at Participating Dealers Listed Below

Spaghetti
Lasagna
753-2571
N.

Now through October 31, 1977

•

,
•

Insiston Hoover
;

'STEAK HOUSE
E.PI-kZA

N. 12th-Open Everyday 11 a.m. to midnight

Complete
with attachments

•

Wiit'S110
air •
•

Steak•Pizza

McgdellN8

Hoover
Lightweight
Upnght

11/111ellait
Si &WPC{

14 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE.

HooverDeluxe

ACLI

Raviloli

Served with
our deftctous
meat sauce
6 garlic breod
Served
with garlic
breed
Served
With Gorl.c
Brood

$1 65

-

Try our fresh
I GARDEN
SALAD

I

your choice of
4 delirious
dressings

16.

We Deliver
759-1114
Free Delivery
To Dorm Fraternity
and Sororities

Tuesday Special

Rib-Eye- 179
inductee Fresh Garden Salad Fresh
Bake Potato and Garlic Bread
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Denver Murders Raiders And
Snaps Oakland Streak At 17

•

•

CP'

st'

Green Bay had
The loss stopped Oakland's the strength of Brian Sipe's their victory.
and
Turner wide open
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
6-3 on Cester
ahead
gone
went
Houston
toss.
TD
short
regular
17
winning streak at
couldn't believe it."
AP Sports Writer
field of the
second
Marcol's
' Turner had drifted to his left season and playoff games,one head 23-21 'on Tony Fritdh's
Jim Turner has to be higher
third quarter.
the
in
game
in
game
the
of
goal
field
third
of
short
the
by
record held
the
than Denver, which is a mile and was standing alone in the
Rams 14,Saints 7
the fourth quarter, but Don
high to begin with. The 36- end zone where he caught the Chicago Bears of 1933-34 and
"I did things to win. But I
Browns
the
for
it
won
Cockroft
Miami'
and
the
1941-42
yearold placekicker caught a 25-yard pass that gave the
sterling
•
on the final play of the game did not give a
Pat
touchdown pass in the Broncos a 21-7 halftime lead Dolphins of 1972-73.
said
performance,"
A successful fake field goal with a 36-yard three-pointer.
Bronco's surprise, rout of the en - route to a 30-7 victory. It
played
who
.
Haden.
Falcone°
boosted Denver to -a 5-0 record at Bloomington, Minn., . Bills 3,
Oakland Raiders. of Joe
0.3. Simpson's seven-yard quarterback in place
was
Denver
leading and a one-game lead over resulted in a 21-16 victory for
•
guided Los
and
Nemeth
the
to
down
third
on
run
Oakland 14-7 in the second Oakland in the American the Minnesota Vikings over
a 14-7 win that tied
••••••••••111111.611111.
the Chicago Bears in Atlanta 13-yard line set up Angeles to
quarter Sunday when Turner Conference West.
Rams with Atlanta at 3-2
the
30-yard
O'Donoghue's
Neil
-I ran into the end zone out overtime.
trotted on for a field-goal
the NF'C West lead.
_
"It seemed like the thing to field goal in the second for
fear," said Tamer. "Speed
-of
it
a
attempt.
But
was
fake.
and
ground
McCutcheon's onethe
on
yards
Lawrence
LEADING GAINER - Danny Lee Johnson (26) oft' Racers gained 72
a
snapped
Bills
the
as
quarter
who
Grant,
do," said Bud
wasn't involved."
Holder Norris Weese, a
Wendell Tyler's
and
run
yard
topped MSU in the department. Also in the picture a George Goodson (41) of Middle, Mo Bell
first ordered the fake attempt on 14-game losing streak before
Turner's
While
reserve quarterback, took the
16-yard dash accounted for the
(60) of Middle and David Thomas (88) of the Racers.
smallest
the
fans,
27,48
only
11Chicago
the
on
down
first
touchdown in 14 National
snap and rolled right to pass.
_
crowd in the fiveyear history Los Angeles touchdowns.
looked first for Riley Football League seasons was yard line 6:45 into overtime. It
of Buffalo's Rich Stadium.
•
Paul
holder
as
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Custom Hauling Available!
Check These I-H Trade-Ins
meat.
the most favorable part of our
aflatoxin
in . Alabama,
national
This
balance.
trade
North
-Georgia,
International and Corn Head
4,615
Florida,
But.
lour Direct Rot-Line to Farm Machinery At h's
year's exports of U. S.
Carolina and South Carolina.
Just Another Service Prom Tenney's 146:".
*510 Massey Ferguson and Corn Head
agricultural commodities will
"To date, our corn samples
rbK Gleaner and Corn Head
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
be approximately 24 billion
here in Kentucky have not
9300
Massey Ferguson
dollars and will greatly help to
indicated a problem at this
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
offset our large bill for
time," said Leon Townsend,
0630 ford
WE ARE THE COMPETITION"
petroleum imports."
manager of DHR's food
.660 Case
branch. However, Townsend
*55 John Deere and Corn Head
JERRY LITTLE NAMED
said his office is alerting
AREA FIELD MAN
Kentucky grain buyerS:and
Jerry Little, former news
farmers who use corn feed -to
NOW is the time to get that Boat, Camper,
director of WEKG Radio,
beware of corn which may
and Garden Equipment out of winter weather
Jackson, has been named area
Free Interest &
move into Kentucky from
and Bonanza has the very best WOOD
field service director for 'other states."
Insurance
FRAME STORAGE for all your equipment —
Kentucky Farm Bureau.
"Late reports have insmall.
June 1. 1978
or
Until
large
Little, 25, will work with
dicated aflatoxin discoveries
county Farm Bureaus in 21
in Illinois and Iowa as well as
If Purchased Before Oct. 31, 1977
southeastern
Kentucky
the southeastern states,"
IMMEDIATE ERECTION
counties, carrying
out
Townsend said. "Many grain
programs ranging from inelevators in the south have
For More Information Contact
AUTHORIZED DRAM
formation and membership, to
discontinued buying any corn
II
legislative efforts
and
from farmers without prioramember service activities.
sample analysis," he said.
A native of Jackson, Little
The regulatory service,
Box 268, Murray, Ky.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD. MAYFIELD
attended Lees Junior College,
division of the University of
Phone 753-802.5
and graduated in 1974 with a
Kentucky
has
which
PHONE 247 6020 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 753-7452
-degree in communications
re4ponlibillty
or
anIrtial
NM!
OPEN FROM 7:30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
from. the University of Kenin Kentucky has /4 detecitd •

USDA Reminds
Farmers 0f

Grain Option'.

ATTENTION
MR FARMER

-

Tips Giyen On
Newborn Cali Care

Home

is no place for
your valuables...

Bank of Murray

Farmow ners

READY FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

2-400 BUSHEL
WETMORE
GRAIN BUGGIES
COMBINE SECTIONS

DHR To Monitor
Corn For Toxins

Come To

PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT
for MI Your

I-H Combine &
Corn Head Needs

PER
BOX

Don't Let Bad
Weather Ruin
Your Equipment!

err

SISTEIGER,

Bob Johnson

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2215

_

I

-

_
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2 Notice

START
A
BIG
CHAIN

2 Notice

=OM

32 Apartments For Rent

29. Mobile Home Rentals

22 Musical

15 Articles For Sale

BEDROOM
TWO
2
1
SALE KITCHEN faucets
FIVE STRING BANJO 12 x 44 TRAILER, 2/
JESUS says in Matthew
All carpet,
Townhouse.
S.
on
WATKIN
Murray
of
FOR
East
miles
WEEKLY
0
0
2
$
chrome 8" center,
1929 model. Gibson
28:19, 20. "Go ye
refrigerator,
range,
Contact
Two
Products.
road.
private
POSSIBLE stuffing
$11.99. Washerless type,
Mastertone. A collectors
therefore, and teach all
disposal, dishwasher,
Holman Jones, 217 South
bedroom, gas heat,
envelopes. Send a self$17.88. Single lever type,
Rent. Also one old model
nations, baptizing them
washer, dryer hookup.
753-3128.
$110
furnished.
phone
13th,
water
stamped
addressed
$22.95. Wallin Hardware
mandolin. Gibson model
In the name .of Ihe
Central heat and air.
,peposit
month,.
Fischer
per
to
envelope
Son,*
Paris.
and 1 flat top guitar. Call
Father, and of the
Private deck. Call 753required: Call" 753-8648.
Enterprises, Box 127,
753-8500.
and'of the Holy Ghost:
7550.
Dakota
South
Eureka,
obTeaching them to
55 GALLON corn syrup
57437.
20 Miscellaneous
serve all things what12 r 65 MOBILE HOME,
drums with removable
EFFICIENCY
ONE
soever I have com'water and trash pickup
lid.
$5.00
tight
fitting
prefer
man.
APARTMENT,
BE
LL
AND
WASH
furnished. $125 plus
manded you: And, lo I
CUSTOM MATTRESS
gach. Call 753-4953 Ky.
Purgirls. Partial utilities
person.
in
Apply
always,
you
753-9539
deposit. Call
am with
made any size for anCandy Co., Almo, Ky.
paid. Call 753-9741.
dom Olds Pontiac
even unto the end of the
after 6 p. m.
tique beds or campers.
Main.
W.Cadillac, 1406
world." This directive
34 Houses For Rent
Buy direct and save on
TOPPER FOR long bed
was to the disciples but
mattresses,
all
TWO BEDROOM furMOBILE. HOMES and
pickup and dual axle 6 x
HELP -' WANTED
is also binding upon all
Healthopedic or foam.
spaces for
home
753nished house with utility
mobile
Call
trailer.
flat
20
preferably
Are
mechanic
Christians today.
Also see their elegant
Courts.
and garage. In
Riviera
at
room
rent,
8500.
someone just out of
you observing all things gallery of furniture,
753-3280.
Availabre lest
Murray.
Call
in
the
work
in
to
trade school
commanded you
Bamboo, Wicker and
Call 753-2557
of
October.
local small engine shop. LIKE NEW leaf shredder
Pages of God's Holy.,
Brass. WISES WEST
30. Business Rentals
.9"•=l
notools.
have
own'
you
Must
have
grinder
and compost
Word? If not
KY. MATTRESS AND
NICE SMALL house with
Salary open. Reply to-32L- with
atbagging
promise of eternal life.
1136 BODY SHOP OR clean up
FURNITURE
carport. For 2 or 3
753F.
call
twigs,
assistance
Grinds
tachment.
For
South 3rd, Paducah.
shop. $150. All utilities
Refrigerator,
people.
0984
leaves and straw for
Phone_ 1-443-7323.
furnished. Call 753-9539
stove and water furhorse
plve
compast...
-- NIGHT AND- WEEKEND
after 6 p.m.
nished. $130 month. CONOW.
AVAILABLE
Brigge.: motor, Paul
dishwasher. Apply in
489-2595.
Allfoam.
Urethane
Chestnut Street
753-3723.
Bailey:Ca11
Wednesday
person,
x 30' BUILDING,
Murra
sizes, all densities, Cut
36 For Rent Or Lease
floor, excellent
between 6 and 8 p.m.
concrete
•
to your specs. West Ky.
House
2 miles 94
1
2/
Colonial
condition.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
SIZE 10 PETITE ladies
HORSE STABLE for
Smorgasbord
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
J & M Feezor's Hunting
Avenue. 753-6767.
(Butte Knit
dresses,
rent, pasture land alsO
Club now accepting
Size 8 and 12
material).
Rent
To
available. Call- Mike
Want
31
reservations for Goose
SALE CHAIN saw chains
pantsuits, size 8 petite
Brannaclt 753-8851.,
NIGHT AND WEEKEND
and Duck Hunting
clothes.
fit 12"
to
pitch
other
404
or
and
an"
skirts
personnel.
between 8 and 5.
_kitchen
house
WANT TO RENT
November 12 through
All like new. See betbar,$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
Apply in person 6 to 8
for family of 3 in or near
January 20. Price is $15.
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
37 Livestock Supplies
p.m. Tuesday. Colonial-- ween p.m. and 9 p.m.
- Call' 753-17734.
per day per man. Send:
News, Society and
Street,
have
5th
also
South
We
306
$12.95.
Smorgasbord.
House
WESTERN SADDLE and
name, address,
753-1918
Sports
Tuesday-Thursday only.
bargain in sprockets and
bridle. $90. Call 753-7323.
telephone number,
small
UNFURNISHED
Retail Display adbars to fit most chain
OPENING
IMMEDIATE
dates,
alternate
dates,
2
for
apartment
or
house
vertising 753-1919.
saws. Wallin Hardware,
for full time sales clerk.- BALKAN* WATT 4 stack
number in party and
years. Middle aged
Classified Display,
Paris.
Matthews
electric
heat
Thomperson
in
Applyhalf of reservation.
with
female
GERMAN
AKC
:Classified, Circulati$34.99. Wallin liardMcAn Shoe Store,
Check, cash or money
8 year old
housebroken
puppies,
SHEPHERD
Business
the
on and
ware, Paris.
-order: Reservations---___Olympic Plaza, 2-5 p.m.
dog. Call Paducah, 443-SALE BATH TUB faucets
solid white. Call 55Vhiczy
Office
No phone calls.
confirmed by return
8589.
old style, $8.95. Modern
d
2153, Paducah.
reached on 753claim
mail. Must
OAK FIREWOOD for
8" center, $12.99.
7141-6-ond 7
32 Apartments For Rent
reservation by 8 a.m. or . EARN MONEY NOW.
Washerless type $27.95.
sale. 13.50 per rick.
AKC CAIRN Terriers.
lose deposit. Doors open • Take orders for Lisa
Delivered. Call 437-4731
Wallin Hardware, Paris. THREE ROOM apartCall 753-0264 or 489-2310
Jewelry: Call for free
at 6 a.m. daily. Phone
or 437-i346.
after 6:30. .
75341110.ii
Call
ment.
catalogs on toll free 800224-29;6. Send to J &- M
ELECT
COM,
SALE WIG
16. :ioine iuSiII
631-1258.
Feezor Hunting Club,
REGISTERED , •
FIVE ROOM apartment
JARS C. NEUBAUER
LaCenter, K-y.Route
.
--manntlextv-- neskirinr
t7nudi,ng
Si4-1395- ;At
‘eCOMMON
LOCAL STORE wants
42056.
SpItU car-$544113heighquiet
furnished,
in
good
suite
.
.
room
Paris,
Tenn.
Hardware,
8.CORMNoir 1977
employee for warehouse
Paducah.
borhood, low utilities.
condition. Couch is a
Pald by candidate
and counter work.
our
is
hookup.
washer
YOUR NEED
drapes,
753Phone
hide-a-bed.
99
pipe,
STOVE
SALE I"
Knowledge of electrical
$150 per month plus $100 *COMPLETE DISPERconcern. NEEDLINE,
6550.
cents. Chain saw files,
supply helpful. Salary
753-6333.
deposit. Couple or single
SAL of show rabbits. My
each.
cents
79
all sizes
open. Reply in own COMPLETE BEDROOM
HORNBUCKLE Barber
('sill
of
preferred.
stock
persons
entire
Daisey FIB'S, 1500 pack
and
-handwriting to 32 F.
Shop, shaves
Californian and Sandy
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
suit, solid wood. Electric
you
I
250
bulb
j-leat
cents.
99
_haircuts. 209 Waldrop.
amp.
pramba
y
and
bints
guitar
.watt, $1.19. Wallin-("
.
PART. TIME evening
- Need Them
lt
iahlea
Electric welder, 50 amp
will bebe soldgc
TWO APARTMENTS for
Paris.
Hardware,
clean-up, man. apply in
miscellaneous
-g..ate Mir and national rent. Bo's preferred or
and
753-1441
Fire '
person Ky. Candy Co.,
- two ,girls. $65 a montb,-. show winners. Also willitems.. C.all 753-8127.
7530411
Almo:KY:
SALE FAUCETS,chrome
Located 209 Walnut. Call-- sell some cages, f
753-6951
Rescue
lavatory 4" center,
1
753-3685.
11=11
and equipmenrt9. Situat.ons Wanted
Ambulance ... _753-9331
$8,95. Washerlesctype.
ELEC1'ROLUX SALES
raising Meat ag
Hospital .
$13.99. Wallin Hard- 'NICE ONE BEDROOM
SEMI retired
Tony
service...Call
and
VETERAN
_el bargain.
rabbits_
°' •
Emergenry-.-7: . 753-5131
ware, -Faris.
Montgomery„. 753-6760
needs work of any kind.
apartment at 1414 Vine.
prices. Last chance to
Humane Society
_under
selling
day or night.
No
purchase quality rabbits
153-3535
26. TV Radio
situation. Call 492-8110.
FURNISHED- APARTfor 4H projects. Call 753Equipment
Farm
19
Comprehensive
A0
3723, Paul Bailey,
MENT for rent. Come to
10. Business Opportunity
MOTEL CHANGED to
7534611
Care
300 Woodlawn.
Murray, Ky.
MILKING MACHINE
good
Has
T.V.'s.
color
Poison Control
753-7588
.
4
complete set-up. With 2
LOANS AVAILABLE,
19" bleat and white
153-0919
Senior Citizens
stainless steel buckets.
business,farm, personal
2. t3eA22.1C Two 20 amp NEN,.
Zenith T'V.'s for sale.
753-NEED
Needline . .
type receptacies are provided tor easy
Three year pony, saddle
and consolidation. 6 per
Call 753-5814.
plug-in of 120 volt A C toOls and lights
To
[earn
Rod
753
1118
or•
Advert,s•rs
cent interest 5,000 to
broke. Call 436-2555.
• Develops 2 250 wans of continuouS
power at 60 Hz 120 volts single phase
requested to check the
502-885-1795
500,000. Call
ZENITH T.V.'s and
A C • roar-cycle air cooled engine
first insertion of ods for
FOR SALE 350 John
3 and 11 p.m.
between
enclosed mechanical governor
uses
stereos at the lowest
This
torrecticirt .
for long engrne life •Soren; mount4
Deere Dozer 6 way
al base prevent "walking
prices in West Ky. We
newspop•r will . be
Droundeli
14. Want To Buy
terminal provided for safety is Optional
hydraulic _blade:, Low „service what we sell,
•
• UtSpOLIA‘tga. jot* only
"rru..etobe" 4te arrestbit muffle hours, excellent Con-2- this includes lake area.
one incorrect insertion
3.ailable •Weight-75 lbs
WANT TO BUY used air
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
dition. Call 901-642-2498
All work is guaranteed
Dill
Call
conditioners.
Murray Supply
REPORTED IMMEDIATEafter 6-p.m.
so come to Sissons
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK_
Electric#7539.1_a_k_
&
Lawn
save.
and
'7,ertith Sales
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
1551.
411 INTERNATIONAL -Highway 94, 18 miles
PROMCenter
AND NOTIFY
200 1. Man
combine, corn header,
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
West of- Murray. Open
WANT TO BUY lots 75 ft
E
and bean header. Also 3
ERROR
7:30-5:30, or anytime by'
About
frontage.
ft.
100
to
Aftsmisimmr
point hitch backhoe. Call
appointment, phone 1same depth. In city or
_ - - 381F1174-or 382-2743.
492-8877.. •
coiinty, Must have
sewer and water. Reply
FORD SIDEMOUNTED
Mechanics Repair and Pipe Fitsize of lot and price to
corn picker. Good
Box 32C, Murray.
We
you
will
give
'50,
ter-Welder
(Applicants must have.
condition. c4A- 489-2417.

Murray Home
& Auto Store

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

COMM

1

•-row-s-Aa 'Are

ACTION_
By placing an economical wont od InThe Murray ledger -& Times;'yaw
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would_
be amazed at what a Wont Ad can
do...Something that ittotally useless
to you is probably lust what Reader
X is looking tor.

Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Mace your Want Ad
todayT Tou've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future...thus a chain reaction.

Check
Your ,
Ad ----

cial Concern
Committee and
The Ledger-Si
Times

$425N

WANTED

Link' uir.with the largest volume
salesman in Calloway County...

Mrtieray
Ledger
& Times

CASE
KNIFE
SALE
Murray Home
& Auto Store
Chestnut Street
Murray,Ky

18,000 TO 24,000 BTU air
Good
conditioner.
repair. Call 753-8216
after 5.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

BEAUTY
RIVIERA
Salon is now under new
management, Joyce
apFor
Mayer.pointment call 753-0757.

6. Help Wanted

rocery
Counselor
Wellrain Food Services, Greenville, Ky.,
suppliers to IGA Food
Liners has an immediate opening for a
qualified
Super
Market manager to be
a grocery counselor. If
you are an individual
with three to five
years
successful
supermarket management experience and
are capable of sell*
a volentary group
to
program
independent grocers this
is your opportunity.
Excellent
salary.
fringe benefits, company car. If you are interested in an interview contact Emmerit Roberts at 7535986, Tuesday,Oct. 18 •

Phone
abso

7531916

-,•

ne

1111MIT-ff
ACTION

4

WE Buy used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669,
15. Articles For Sale
SALE ALUMINUM
ladder 5'$12.88,6'$14.88.
16' 318.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SALE ELECTRIC heater.
1500 watt, fan forced air,
automatic. $16.99.
Wallin Hardware Paris.
SALE STOVE BOARDS,
heavy -lined, 24"
$9-99. 32" x 42". $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SALE LAWN MOWER
22" cut 312 h.p. B and S
engine. $88.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE CLUB aluminum,8
piece sets, choice_ of
• colors. $39.99. Wallin
Hardware, Pans.
SALE BATH TUBS, 5
'
sil#145.
"Colors, $69.99. Wallin'
Harrhvare-F'aris•

SALE BALER twine, 9000
feet premium quality,
guaranteed, $10199 per
0 bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris. ,

20. Sports Equipment
REMINGTON 12 gauge
1.100 3" magnum.
Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged
rib -$175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.
15 Fr. EBBTIDE ski
boat, 1976 model with
1970 model motor with
trailer. $1800. Intetested
parties only, after 5 p.m.
call 753-8030.

23. Exterminating
FREE
Termite
Inspection
CyrIrffedlly Ira
Aro..I Costly Mem. Itopeyrs

minimum of 3 years industrial experience.) Excellent fringe
benefits-hospitalization, retirement, paid holidays (10) and
vacation. Phone or write C. E.
Steiert, Personnel Manager._

The General Tire
and Rubber Co.

Music-Magnavox
Chestnut St.,

Nome wowed Lad seporY•ea •••••
••14 I•6
rm. Ile Yet lip off,
I. 11.1.1...1

100 South 13th St.
Phone 7$3-3914

Norm, Ky.

27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME
plus '74 addition. Includes family room,
screen porch and carport. Storage building,
12 x 16 ft. Shady lot, 100 x
225 ft-rolling acres. Near
Elementary
East
Schoeil. Furnished or
unfurnished. Phone 7537407.

The Way You Dreamed
It Could Be!
Be A dreamer' Wish for a lifestyle as calm as an autumn
suncet_This lovely home is located in the county for that
peace and privacy you want. Four bedrooms, 4'1 baths,
full basement,8 acrec_The living is easy going_in a home
that goes all the way to luxury,

, 753-1492

ir1'4

Roaches,Shyer Fish
and Shrubs

1111
4
'...?.?"

Nit

..,•• •

1 General Street, Mayfield, Ky.-42066
Phone(502) 247-6730, Ext. 237
AN EQUAL OPPORTVNITY EMPLOYER M/F

J&B

SIX ROOMS, garage,
• central air, unfurnished.
200 ft. off Highway 280.
Reasonable. Call 4362733.

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

A l I,. I

1 100 or up to '150 for
you old T.V.
Choose Magnavox color
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old T.V.
Low monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
payment. Come in and set
why we sell the mos1
T.V 's each year

MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat , and air,
underpinning,'nice front
porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Calr 7533418 after 5.

;

1200 Sycamore,
After Hours
4

Lorettajobs-753-6079
Spann-V-11579

11,11
.,
Payne-7539Ahl
Brenda fones-n3-8668
*".

111
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18 Pets Supplies

r M
,rpet,
sitar,
sher,
)kup.
air.
753-

N CY
infer
ilities

furutility

Itt
3-2557.

w with
or 3
trator,
r
h. Call

for
d alsa
Mike
3-885

LE and
53-7323.

114

M&41

li
▪ --55V
C

!Tiers.
189-2310

r;skinto
4-2153,

SPERits. My
of
Sandy
rabbits
. Many
ational
so will
!eeders
t for

rw

argain,
nee to
rabbits
all 753lailey,
,

4EMA
for easy
Id hghtl
hnuouS
e phase
rngele
ernor
novel
Zirounslin
Optfonal

ly

Fit

[lave
1 ex-

inge

erneand

!. E.

Amin
,that
paths,
Ione

192

1111101‘

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

fY

QUALITY

Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners

Mir

We Bring
People Home
Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.
Priced in mid 30's. House is located on large lot.

Waldrop
Real Estate
753-5646
Pets Ilfolerep 753-724

bratrar
I.T
In Buseness Since 195,6

BY OWNER-3 bedroom,2 1974 CAPRICE Classic
black on black one
bath, living room, den,
owner, excellent ..con-.
kitchen and dining.
dition. $3,250. Call 72room. Efficiency cot6648
tage at rear of lot.
Presently renting for
1475, VEGA
radio,
$125 month. Excellent
automatic,
30,000
miles,
1803'
condition. 439,500.
left on engine warranty,
College Farm Rd.
good mileage,Call Steve
Kicked-47_0211- ROOM
SMALL FOUR
house, 4% miles out 121
South.Ideal for 2 people.• 1974 RLATF.R, 4 wheel
drive AM-FM stereo,
Phone 753-7948.
automatic, goodyear
48. Automotive Service
tracker tires, power
steering and,, power
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
brakes. Call---Steve4 ply polyester white
Rickert, 474-7211.
wall premium grade. 12
32 .tread depth, 7 rib
-guaranteed
against WOULD IT be worth jug
$3.00 to save up to $750 or
defective
material,
more on your nett new
nship and
car purchase? Want
A78x13" $16
ha
more information? Call
+$1.4FET;C7$'
or write 437-4205, 354$18.94
$1.94
T;
8712,- Box 127, Hardin,
FET;
E76xI4"
F78x14" $21. 5 + $2.44 .Ky.
FET;* G78x14 or 5"
$21.38 + $2.60 FET; 1973 CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene SI-10r
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85
IC. Long wheel base,
FET; L78x15" $26.76.+
Power steering and
$3.13 FET. Watlin
braket, air and tilt
• Hardware, Paris.
wheel. Red with black
SALE 36 MONTH car
interior. Radial tires.
battery. $24.99. Williard _,Tra03413184ion needs
•
Call 354-6206 after
ware, Paris. •
•
4 p• m•

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

4c Automotive Service

WEIMERANER puppitia.. "AWE REDUCED
--sAtE-010iltei,i1.49,
Male. $50. Call 753-4917. - $5,000.00 on this quality 4
Waldrop Realty
filter, $1.88 to fit inost
bedroom, 2 bath brick
"In
Business
American or import
home
on
tree
shaded lot.
BEAGLE HOUND, 15
Since 1956"
cars. Wallin Hardware,
Located
only
5
_piles
to
ready
monthss..9145
Paris.
753;5646
northwest of Murray,
run. $20. Ca11436-5596.
this home has central
49 Used Cars A Trucks
heat and air, central
ENGLISH SHEPHERD
NEAR THE UNIVERvacuum system, inDUPPies, registered,
SMe Tbe price is right 1950 CHEVROLET
tercom, large family
-shots and wormed. All
anti so is the location, PICKU,P.,_ truck with
room with fireplace and
- purpose deg. -1PoUr
close to the university on
new rebuilt motor. Call
much more. Phone
months.- Reduced
quiet
residential
street.
753-7948.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
prices. Call 615-2324942.
Four bedrooms and 2
753-1222 or visit our
baths with lots of living FOR RENT - New
conveniently located
area. Fenced backyard
economy car, full-size
office at 711 Main Street.
MINIATURE
and living room with
auto, pickup or 12,
We are working full time
SCHNAUZERS. Call
fireplace are some of the
passenger van. Murray
to Troy* the best
752-6749 from 8 to 5.
extra features-. Priced in
Leasing; Inc. 753-1372.
possible Real Estate
the 20's. Phone KOP:
AXC REGISTERED service to you.
PERUD REALTY, 753Doberman pups. Call
1222. or come by our.. 1971 TORINO GT. Power
RY
_OWNER
-good
land,
• 753-1948 or 753-2593.
-door
steering, air, 2
conveniently
located
20__Akre6 Or Mere.
Dark
-Green.
hardtop.
40. Produce
office atStreet.
Beautiful home site.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
Near Ken Lake. Call 474GALLIMOIL_ FRUIT
THREE
N EW
STAND,---Hirzel. TruckBEDROOM-rtirirk-, heat
1974 CORVETTE, new
load of Halloween
pump and ail the _extras.
z40SHOP for sale. Can
Paint-, tires, Side plpes,,--pumpkins,all sizes. Also
of
ft.
1700
.
-sq.
Over
be usedas a clean-up-or.
pearl red with red inothefruits
and . mechanic. Located in
living space. Call 753tetior, 3504 speed,& tilt
Vegetables.
'
Hazel on Calloway
8500.
telescopic wheel, AMStreet.Come by and gee.
FM
tape,
any
CENTENNIAL -sweet
NEAR THE LAKE-1.38
reasonable offer ,conPotatoes A-1, $5.00 70 ACRE FARM with
acies. Two buildings.
sidered. Also 1958
bushel. No. 2 $2.00
frontage on 2 roads, 60
Gas heat, storm winCorvette 327-375
- bushel. Turnips, $3.50
tendable acre's, tobacco
dows. Can be bought
automatic, needs paint.
bushel, greens $2.00
barn, all fenced with
worth the money. Call
bushel. You pick. Bring
new barbed wire- fenWIT-9-fn ins. & Real
containers. Start Friday
cing. Phone KOPEstate. Call 753-3263 1972 DODGE Polara.
14th, Call L. T. Pete
PERU!) REALTY, 753anytime.
Four - door.- Cispd conValentine Route 2,
1222. Real Estate
ditionr.-Call-7534865rafter_ Puryear, 901-642-4439.
Headquarters lit
6 p.m.
Calloway County.
HWY 641 NORTH. At41. Public Sales
tractive Stone and Brick
1971 CHEVFLIF. power
THREE PARTY garage
3 _BIL_Itome. 1% acre
KOPPERUD
seeerhig-and- -air. Fac-sale, also
crafts,
wooded lot. Cent heat &
tory
stripped. Ralley
REAL
Tuesday Wednesday
air. Fireplace. 1 car
wheels_ Call. 7534473..
d Thursday. 51
/
2 miles
"Your Key To Happy
garage. Large porch
West on 94. Turn on
House Hunting" ,
and patio. $45,000.
1965 DODGE Dart Slant 6
Charlie Thurmond
711 Main 753-1222
Wilson Ins. & Real
automatic $200.00, 1960
EsIllfe, 711,-3263
Chevy
-6- cig.
anyttille. •
50 ACRES, t. .C. Huit
straight shift $2175,00.
Farm,ideally located on
And- 1961 --Chevy V8
Johnny Roberson Road.
automatic, rough
Pardon& Thrum
645 N. 4TH STREETOfily 3 minutes from
$100.00.,Call 354-6217.
Immo &Real Estate town.Beautiful wooded
Attractive and desirable
";_SALtittal_tia_Court Swart._
country-like place in the
building site, good
1972 M.G. Midget conIhervey,--11iselveky
city. Aluminum siding, 2
fertile land, tobacco
vertible, excellent
or 3 bedroom house in 753-4451
base,good tobacco barn.
Call 7534200.
astammimammemo Call Eddie Huie, 753peak condition. Electric
heat, wall-to-wall
5532. - UNIQUE combination
_
LIKE NEW 1974 orange
ciirperrni, .dra beiles
of residential and
Datsun truck with
Situated on I-aere, treebusiness properties ACRILikGE-40 acres, 26
camper 14,000 miles.studded lot. Under . Call 7-SAWA,
Ide&I home offering- tendable, partially
$30-,000. Call or come by..
_Larly__American charm_ wpode-d, creek And
beautiful
bulletin&
B5/41.11th,-IroyA
10-6Ati- VAN,
:with wood bawled
eite
-also_ corner -Real -Estate, 758411118.
-aerteniatLc, pawer
_large Alban*
anitiotut %asteering, white and. blue.:
fireplace, bettItHuI RE.ALT RS .
$1750. Call 753-8374 after
paneling-find *mode/Orliequity and take up
6 p.m.
.'throughout. . Adjacent
payments. Loretta Jobs
buildings suitable for
Realtor,753,1492.
small business sudi as
1961
CHEVROLET
antique shop,
South 12th at Sycamore
Biscayne, 6 cylinder-,
profestlional offices, or JUST LISTED - Duplex -Eachlias 2
TELEPHONE 753-1061
itiiifght shift. $100. Call
retail outlet. Located at
room,
bedrooms,
living
759-1771.
corner of North 5th and
45 Farms For Sale
completely equipped
Chestnut Streets. Shown
eat-in kitchen, ,storm 48 ACRE FARM. Ap- 1971 MONTE CARLO 350
by appointment only, so
doors and windows,
Automatic. Burnt
proximately 35 acres
phone us today at
drapes,
carport ...
Qrange with black yinyl
tendable, tobacco, corn
B.OPPERUD REALTY,
Excellent- investment.
top, Factary wheels,
7534222. We would love
and bean land. Off HighLoretta Jobs Realtors,
Ali/4FM tape deck and
way. 121,- 2 Miles N. of
- to show you this choice
753-1492_
tilt wheel. 54,000 actual
Coldwater on 1836. Call
property.
fillies. 41500.00. Call 354489-213
DESIRABLE 31
/
2 ACRE
6217.
46 Homes For Sale
John C.
tract, located 5 miles
South of Murray on West ENERGY
Neubauer
CON- 1963 VOLKSWAGEN,
side of US 641. Excellent
$1350. 1813- Wiswell Rd.,
SERVATION home
Realtor
hqmebuilding. site or
Murray. Call 253-9964.
nearing
completion.
,
List Your Property With Us
business location. For
Located
on
Quail
Creek
753-0101
information call
SAS Mó..
1976
INTERNATIONAL
Drive in Gatesborough.
STINSON REALTY,
Scout, economy 4
Three bedrooms, 2
7534744.
cylinder, many extras,
GUY SPANN REALTYbaths, large den with
excellent condition.
r-Benton
We goto extra lengths to _
wood burning fireplace,
-400. Call 759-1447.
serve you. Your interest
living rain dining area.
and desire are oar
Kitchen with all builtprimary concern.When
ins. _Lots of closet space FOR SALE or trade 1977
Cadillac, 9,000 mites.
buying or selling see the
REALTY
Including walk-in. 2700
1976
Trans Am. Also pull
-Professionals. Guy
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
type camper. Call 75352714681-*753.5625
Spann Realty, 901
6
p.m.
CARREll COPE BROKER
4509.
Sycamore, 753-7724.

Have You Had Your

311E 31E,

3191

51 Services Offered

MOBILE HOME ANCUSTOM CARPET Cara._
CHORS, underpinning,.
Steam clean one room at
patio awnings and roofs
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
white or silver.
sealed,
will clean the hallway
Glover, 753Jack
Call
free, limit 4x10. A 41' x
5 or weekends.
I173
after
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
ACE HI black top paving
and seal coating. Free
and
TRIMMED
TREES.
estimates. Cell 436-2573.
cut: Call 753-4707.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
•
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial: Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.

eawre S.., e e

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1967 DATSUN automatic.
Four door. 8300. Call
after 6:30 436-2439.
1970 DODGE Challenger,
$1000. Call 753-0464.
50 Campers
WESTERN KY.TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
sales and service
---departmeii-c-al 1-24 and
Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
5224507:

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
51 Services Mime
offers
Servicemaster
GENERAL BACKHOE
steam or dry foam
work, gravel hauling
methosl. Servicemaster
and top soil. Call Joe
has been cleaning the
. -Beard, 436-2306.
finest homes for over 30
years,and are Number 1
_
_
CUSTOM
the professional
ttiUPHOLSTERY.. Free
cleaning business today.
753-9753.
estimate. Call
--Call Servicemaster, 7530259 today.
DUNCAN AND GARD- .
NER Carpenter Service
Complete building pr
Full Selection of
remodeling. Block
Stove Pipes, Stove
laying and concrete
Boards, Asbestos
finishing. Call 474-2318
Beards.
-

ONE OVER the cab
camper. Good condition.
YOUNG.R113nn'S
One Garrett Malt-e-tG. Commercial
Hunter metal detector,
-and residential. General
_like new. Call 436-2437Carpentry. 10 years
:after
all-,7511;1524after 5 p.m,
WilITES - CAMPER
SALES -authorized
WET BASEMENT? We
Starcraft dealer for both
make \wet basements
travel trailers and fold
dry, wgrk completely
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service _ guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan- Conwhat we sell. Good
selection
of
used
struch°n
Co'' Route 2'
campers. Bank finan.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
day or
z1ng-avai1ablek-Located-_-42001' Phone
4 miles East of Murray
nigh
"
4-7O26
on Highway 94'Ent: •
_Call-753-0605.
51 Services 01+-red

INSULATION --SAVES
$$$. Attics and walls
blown. Free eellinatea,„
Call 753-3316.
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.

Call for free estimate,
Steve ,Shaw, 753-9490 or
.Bob Kemp, 835-4343.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe -work
needs. Also septic lank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-6348.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will do
plumbing, besting and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
II-ENERAL HOME
remodeting, framing:
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 14544951
or 1-362-4895.
WIRING
ELECTRIC
hame and industrial, air
,condilioni Mt. and,
refrigeration, heating.
(all44$4L.
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient wrvice. NO job
Call Ernest
-White, 753-0605.
We repair all kintiso(

= Saws

Murray
Home
& Auto

Store

FREE THREE year okl
Border Collie. Call 4928813.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high , heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 fot free
estimates. -

FREE KITTENS white
and gray, long _hair,
housebroken. Call 4365502.

GUTTERING BY
Sears continous gutters
installed per " your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

1

FREE-Three month old
female kitten. Lovely
blue color with unusual
gray eyes. Very gentle
and shy. Has had
distemper shot and has
been wormed. Call 7533994. FREE - Two male kittens. Three months old.
One is yellow and the
other is yellow and
white. Also available Is
a- beautiful -solid black
ten week old kitten. All
have had distemper
shots and will make
lovely- pets. Call
8761.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air _conclitke sales and_ service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
_President. Phone 7539290.

& Auto

Store

Chestnut Street
Murray,Icy4_,_

• SMART STYLE-SMART BUY
A distinctive, well-located 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with large TOOTTIS. Attractively decorated
insideand.out. Only3 years-old. Central gas heat-and electric air. Fireplace. Located at 1508 Canterberry Drive. Priced to sell.

teeth:

-One use:d-TD-25 111C_Crawler Tractor,
power shift trans. 26:' tracks, hydraulic'
Smi-U blade and hydraulic tilt. One
model 11041 Mithigan elevating scraper
with 4-55 GMC Diesel Engine. One model
ITD4160 elevating icraper- with 6-71 qmc
Diesel engine, power shift transmission.
Call after 7PM 901-479-2517.

BORYS-14,1pRS
105 N. 12th Street

753-8080
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCHhydro Moody
7531036
Honks Milkr
753-7511
Barbaro Erwin
753-4136
!towhee Moody
753.936
Waren Shropshire
753-1277
P.S. Nook
753-2337

Dtal-A-Service
'

(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
owl save for heady referviece)

.thAsp*,

Ie

.

'

411111:L •
IP

••

OW*

Taber's Body Shop

0
•

,

Hr.
753-1441

24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-3134

.._

r

le

161ice
753-6177 - -753-1621

-

1301 Chestnut-Murray,Ky.

,

_

0ERNErs Hinman's
Rentals
502

Carriera

Refinishing &
Custom Built Furniture

Quality Service
Company

-492-8837

Heat Pump
Spec,absts

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

Modern Sheet Metal
IL Service Departments.

Jerry McCoy,Owner
de Operator

753-9290

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
Phone
753-5351

1:02 North

802 N. 18th Street
:
Murray.
.
•

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

474-8841

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

7 Days A Week

•

753-6952

Electrical
Wiring
Residential &
Commercial
Installations
Sz Service

474-8841
Anderson

Electric, Inc.

Tidwell Lawn I

.mo

753-5391

753-5703

4th Street

, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
..

_ . ,..., __ __
Free
- Termite 11131111111111---1- --

Flies, Roaches,
SilverFish &Shrubs

Anderson Elec-

Kelley's Termite
- 8. Pest Control

tric Inc.

24 Hour Service

Winchester Services7

att.

RADIO. TUEVISIOhl L al
RAM REPAIR 51111101

'• 153-5131

PRINTING

Nowa, garden, ado, sinew,
moor owl concrete tools owl ,

Ge"^1 E6dric Cultolitsr Care,
We con eta GAL Werreorhp ser
"'.
:TO
IWEagt
i::
(
al a c1:11
!
:a
9H
r
rn
WY"
f
+il
a L.

Sat closed Sun and Mon

..

Chain

FREE- wood shavings,
great for barns. W.M.
Avery Lumber Co.
Puryear, Tenn. 901-2473761.

Murray. Nome

shitttranyarcliiitket

,D0 you _NEED _Stumps
removed from your yarli
,or _land cIeare_d_ of
Stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
-beneath grciu,WLesivet

WILL
HAUL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,75,3-454554 Free Column

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.

One used 941 Cat.track loader, power

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
piilhibhiiUJó'bs done?
Then cell 753-6614

WILL DO-housecleaning.
Call 474-2264.

Garden Equipment

Bulldozing

492-8147

Prompt, dependable
Three
service.
bulldozers to serve you.

We specialize in
I.awn &Garden
Equipment Service
an dlepair
383 Main
-Rani,Ky.

753-1959
474-2264

100S. 13th St.

Murray,Ky.

753-3914
.

POISOn
Control

---

Cafer

753-7588

Steven Alexander

V
•••

.
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Deaths and Funerals.:.1

Tributes Made

Special Coffee,At

4.CeatiaiiedFraaaPage1)
condolences. to his wife and
„.1 feel like it's a loss
to
Knaucky.--lie was -1115- outThe following is a statement standing persoh, and he will
by Congressman Carroll be missed," said Huddleston.
Graduates of Murray High
Hubbard. on the floor of
Former Goy. Edward T.
House. of Representatives in (Ned) Breathitt said, "Frank School prior to 1940 and
Washington, D. C. this Stubblefield was a decent, alumnae parents of students
morning.
honorable man who loved his presently enrolled in Murray
Mr. Speaker, it is with family and his district. He High will be honored at a
Amstand Nollie Smith, sadness that I speak today in served with
on Wednesday, October
The funeral for Frank
distinction. He coffee
Murray, now a the-House of. Representatives
formerly...al
Albert Stubblefield; who
will be missed by all of us who 49, between the hours 9:30 -resident of 1518 South Fourth regarding my distinguished
11.00 a.m. and 1:30 - 2:30 p.m.
served for sixteen years in
loved and respected him."
Paducah, died this predecessor, the Honorable
_Street,.
,
at the school.
Congress, is being -held today
Smith
•
a
Broadbent,
member
morning at 5:15 at -Lourdes Frank Albert .Stubblefield.
Sponsored by the P.T.O.,
at two p.m. at the First United
of the Democratic party
Hospital, Paducah. He was 94 Mr:§tuhblefield. age-70, died
this homecoming week acMethodist Church where he
executive committee in Trigg
age.
of
years
last Friday night at Murray- County and' a •political tivity will give alumnae an
was a member with the Rev.
survived by Calloway -County Hospital in
opportunity to visit with
Dr. James Fisher, the Rev. • Mr. Smith is
associate of Stubblefield for
three sisters, Mrs. Hontas his native -hometown of
friends, tour the school, view
. Dr. Bill Dodson, Jr., and the
many years, said, "I thought
Murray,
of
Hutson
Graham
homecoming
been
door
had
He
Ky.
Murray,
Rev. Robert E. Farless ohs
Mrs. Birdie DavenportTot hospitalized -extensively in he was a great legislator. He decoration.% and observe'
-or
ficiating. Music is by Larrie
represented his district Well
Hettie
Mrs.
and
Ill,,
Irvington,
in
participate
the
"alumnae
two
almost
for
Tn.,
Memphis,
Beatrice
Clark, soloist, and
with fairness to everyone."
Outland of Russellville: one years. He was a victim of
poster. hanging".
Farrell, organist. •
Broadbent added, "He was
BrookSmith,
Gaylon
brother,
It is the hope of P.T.O. that
related
and
emphysema
are
pallbearers
Serving as
fine citizen, a great
port, Ill.; several nieces and complications. The funeral for a
many alumnae will return to
. Seth Boaz, Jr., Harry Boaz,
fine
a
and
American
friend."
share in the • spirit of
Mr. Stubblefield will be at two
Malcolm Boaz, Samuel Boaz, nephews.
"He was a great fellow. He
PRE-WHITE HOUSE- CONFERENCE - Members of the steering committee of the
held
be
will
funeral
The
a
Week,
Homecoming
First
Murray's
p. in. today at
Rob Bradley, and T. Sledd.
went
his
of
out
way
to
do
Pre-White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services atGovernor's
at
Nedpeaday
one
p.m, at.the United Methodist Chw-ch. _
spokesman said.
Burial will follow in the
" and
things for his district,
tended a recent meeting at Berry Hill in frankfort. The goal of the conference to be
Churchill
Max
the
of
chapel
from
rose
Stubblefield
Murray City Cemetery with
held in fall, 1978, is to study existing informational resources and needs to make a
Funeral Home with the Rev. First District Railroad Toad Brien, Marshall County
the arrangements by the J. H.
Paducah Commissioner to Copgress in Circuit Court Clerk aitd
of
Garner
Tildon
recommendations
for future library and information service developments. Shown
Churchill Funeral. Home.
Burial will follow 1958 by defeating former U. S. political associate of Stubare:(from left) Mrs. Carolyn Kenton, Lexington; Edwin C. Strohecker, Murray, and Lewis
The former Congressman, officiating.
in the Murray City Cemetery. Rep. -Niible—GregOry of 'blefield "I thought he didl a
Renard°, Lexington. _
age 70, a resident of 716 Poplar
Pnces of stock of local interest at noon
Friends may call at the Mayfield who .had held the wonderful job and I was very
Street, Murray, died Friday at
today,
EDT,
the
to
furnished
&
Ledger
after five p.m_ office 22 years. As a freshman sorry to hear of his death."
Times by
of Michigan, Corp , of
II:015- p.m. at the Murray- funeral home
Harry _Sparks, _ _former Murray,areFirst
as follousi
Tuesday.
Congressman; •- - Mr.-- president of Murray State
Calloway County Hospital.'At-became . a University said Stubblefield
Stubblefield
the time of his death Mr.
i Continued From Page 1)
Inc
23%
member of the houge was very helpful in getting Heublein
Stubblefield was a member of
Mcdonalds Corp
4
/
471
job of reconciling the energy
Agriculture Committee. federal grants for MSU, "I Ponderosa Systems
13.4
the Board of Regents of
bills passed by the House and
40 4%
During his 16 years as a doubt if any school in the Kimberly Clark
Murray State University.
42,
4 A4
Union Carbide
the Senate.
member of Congress he United States had a greater W R. Grace
The Murray man started in
26% unc
The _pawl -affords a final
27% As
served as vice-chairman of friend in Washington than Texaco
the political field in 1938 when
50% +L.
General Elec
opportunity
for
the
the Agriculture Committee, Murray State had in Frank GAF Corp
he headed the senatorial
9% -4
Co.; Nov. 12, Trigg Co.; Nov. administration to:C-111i to
The Calloway County Junior
Pacific
+4
Georgia
26%
of
subchairman
tobacco
Barkley
campaign for Alben
"
2544 unc
The Calloway County Public committee, and was a key Albert Stubblefield. We're all Pfizer
Varsity Speech Team in its 19, Bullitt Co.; Dec. 3, Paris, salvage the House passed
in 'Calloway County. He was
M%
greatly saddened over his Jim Walters_
parts of the Carter plan that
Library Friends Organization
first tournament competition Tn.; Dee. -10.; Dupont High
Kirsch
unc
17
of
the
supporter
developing
City
Murray
elected to the
passing."
have been defeated in the
(Nashville).
361'a -41,
Disney
will hold its annual meeting TVA's
First
behind
third
placed
expansion to the
Council in 1940 and served
une
Holmes Ellis, former mayor Franklin Mint
Senate.
Tuesday, October 18, at 7:30
place Bullitt Central High and
advantage of Kentuckians of.
until entering the U.S. Navy,
and
Murray
executive
In ..other action this week,
p.m. in the meeting room of who have enjoyed and
High_
Co.
Marion
place
nd
1.
now director elm Western
- Prices of stocks of local interest It
serving until injured while onBack
et-Hold
y
TeachDark noon
Cifrigiess
is expected ..send
the library, located --at: _710- have TVA power.
out
third
Laker-J.Arwas
The
today furnished to the Ledger &
Ililuch more
ship .on May 8, 1945.
Fired Tobacco Growers Times by 1. M.Simon Co.are as follows: of nineteen other schools
the President legislation. .to
,
Main Street. could
be_ _said
in Association -said he
Stubblefield was elected to
boast the minimum wage to
knew
Officers and directors of the
competing.
this
complimenting
the office of First District group
83.35 by 1981.
Stubblefield as a congressman
met September 20 and
-1.4,
team
Varsity
Av.
Jr.
Calloway's
in
outstanding
Kentuckian with and a friend of farming inRailroad Commissioner
discussed possible projects to
ban
The
saccharin
entered fifteen freshman and
29% -44
Airco
whom_ many of you served.
FRANKFORT - SCh0421
_1948 and .served until 1956. In
terests, as a fellow Murrayan, Air Products
postponeinent would allr
be presented to the mem24 - 4%
in comsophomores
three
first
the
more
Each
can
us
of
to
back
hold
and do extend as a friend and as a
teachers
1958 he was elected
,
3% At
fellow American,Motors
bership. For the past year The t
petition. Twelve- of the graders and ninth graders time for new studies on
30% -%
Ashland Oil
o his wife, Odes* his- three
office of congressman of the
church member.
whether
the
artificial
Friends have been actively
60% one
entries qualified for
A.T.& T.
eighteen
/louse.,of Representatives in ln4uhed in the library Oral daughters, his father, his4wu. In all dealings, Ellis said, Ford Motor Co
.4,4-4444 one
.each year than Any other sweetener poses a cancer risk
final
power-matched
the
brothers,
and
1958 and served until 1974 in
group of students attending to
five Stubblefield was "always Gen. Dynamics,-.
humans. It has been linked
History Project. The project
69% unc
Gen. Motors
round.
grandchildren our sympathy.
Washington, D. C. He was a
public schools, according to to
zra
T1re
Gen.
gracious,
bladder cancer in
thoughtful
and- efinvolves taped interviews with
'
individual
winning
Students
4
1
/
19%
His family, fellow KenGoodrich
graduate of Murray High
statistics supplied by the state
fective.
laboratory animals.
older citizens of the county,
Paschall
Meleah
38% 444
were:
honors
Oil
Gulf
tuckians,
and
former
School and the University of
Department of Education.
tie% 4101
The Senate has already
-He was a quiet man, and IBM
which are placed in the library
was awarded first place in
Xi% uric
colleagues in the Congress can
Kentucky, was a former
Pennwalt
While 53,000 first graders approved
not
the 18-month
always
eloquent. Quaker Oats
as reference material on
*extemporaneous
-%
22%
girls
join today with me and say of
druggist with the family firm,
7% -4 speaking, Celisa Curd won were promoted to the second moratorium and has voted to
union
v
'
However, he had rapport with .
Calloway County History.
inc
16~
Frank Albert Stubblefield "A
Western
Dale & Stubblefield, Murray,
grade last spring,9,000 of their
A
his. fellow congressmen.
library
grounds
?motif..
unc
second place in poetry, and former classmates are require that saccharin
truly
great
American
and was State Census Director
products
learned that early on in- my - •
carry
cancer
beautifucation project will be
place
third
Danny Lamb won
deserving Words fa-11nd ih
in 1940.
.first grade this
repeating the
in
warnings like those on
dealings with
him
considered as a possible Matthew 25:21,
extemporaneous
boys
in
"well done thy
The deceased was a
year.
cigarette packs - a provision
Washington."
proposal for the Friends to good
speaking.
and faithful servant."
member of the American
terms
The
of
Lee Tyler, director of pupil not contained in the bill before
Ellis as
participate in.
will
England
Larry
Coach
Legion, Veterans of Foreign
Others also mourned the Muuay's mayor and Stub- '
A new slate of officers will
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